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Abstract
Recently, there has been an increasing attention to cloud computing as a powerful
enabler for many IT services. To deliver such a service efficiently, cloud providers
should be able to reliably manage their available resources. To this end, cloud data
centers require software to perform as an operating system in order to manage the
resources of a data center efficiently and autonomously. Such a cluster operating sys-
tem requires to satisfy multiple operational requirements and management objectives
in large-scale data centers. There have been several cluster computing frameworks
to tackle cloud resource management problem. However, the growth of popularity in
cloud services causes the appearance of a new spectrum of services with complicated
workload fluctuations and resource management requirements. Also, the size of data
centers is growing by addition of more commodity hardware and multi core and many
core servers in order to accommodate the ever-increasing requests of users. Nowadays
a large percentage of cloud resources are executing data-intensive applications which
need continuously changing workload fluctuations and specific resource management.
Finally, by increasing the size of data centers, cloud providers demand algorithms to
manage resources in a cost-efficient manner more than ever. To this end, cluster com-
puting frameworks are shifting towards distributed resource management algorithms
for better scalability and faster decision making. In addition, such distributed auto-
nomic systems benefit from the parallelization of control and are resilient to failures.
To address the problems mentioned above, throughout this thesis we investigate al-
gorithms and techniques to satisfy the current challenges and autonomously manage
virtual resources and jobs in large-scale cloud data centers. We introduce a distributed
resource management framework which consolidates virtual machine to as few servers
as possible to reduce the energy consumption of data center and accordingly decrease
the cost of cloud providers. This framework can characterize the workload of virtual
iii
machines and hence handle trade-off energy consumption and Service Level Agree-
ment (SLA) of customers efficiently. The algorithm is highly scalable and requires low
maintenance cost with dynamic workloads and it tries to minimize virtual machines
migration costs. We also introduce a scalable and distributed probe-based scheduling
algorithm for Big data analytics frameworks. This algorithm can efficiently address
the problem job heterogeneity in workloads that has appeared after increasing the level
of parallelism in jobs. The algorithm is massively scalable and can reduce significantly
average job completion times in comparison with the-state of-the-art. Finally, we pro-
pose a probabilistic fault-tolerance technique as part of the scheduling algorithm.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Cloud computing is a model for delivering computing services (such as infrastruc-
tures, platforms, and software through a network, typically Internet). There are three
fundamental models for delivering services in cloud computing, namely Software as
a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS).
Cloud computing provides the rental of IT resources on-demand over a network and
charge according to a pay-as-you-go model. In the cloud computing, resources such
as computing, network, storage, etc. are delivered to the users in a virtualized form. In
fact, virtualization enables sharing resources among different applications and hence
several users, in order to optimize the server and accordingly cluster utilization. Data
centers are easily found in every sector of the worldwide economy. They consist of
tens of thousands of commodity servers and have become a major computing plat-
form, serving millions of users globally 24-7, powering both large number of Inter-
net services and data-intensive applications. Researchers and practitioners have been
developing a diverse array of cluster computing frameworks to implement the cloud
computing model on clusters. One of the most prominent frameworks which sits at the
heart of data centers and performs as the operating system of a cluster is the resource
management framework. Resource Management is the process of procuring and re-
leasing resources and virtualization techniques are used for flexible and on-demand
resource provisioning [38]. Resource assignment is performed either on the basis of
Service Level Agreement (SLA) that is agreed between the service provider and the
customer or for the benefit of service providers for the purposes such as energy effi-
ciency, cost reduction, etc. It covers a broad spectrum of algorithms such as workload
management including load balancing and consolidation, scheduling, SLA-awareness,
1
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energy-awareness, fault tolerance, etc.
1.1 Research Objectives
Resource management algorithms are widely studied in cloud computing and big data
clusters. However, with the growth of popularity for such services, the number of users
and hence the workload are considerably being increased. It causes the appearance of
more complex and heterogeneous workloads in data centers. To handle the increas-
ing demand for cloud computing services, cloud providers are increasing the size of
data centers by adding more commodity hardwares or more number of many-core and
multi-core machines. Unfortunately, most of the proposed resource management al-
gorithms are not scalable and can not perform efficiently in complex workloads. Yet,
there is a high demand for scalable and complex resource management algorithms to
fulfill the changing requirements of modern data centers and services. Although, re-
source management in cloud computing and Big data is a broad topic, throughout this
thesis we try to address some specific resource management problems for modern data
centers. To achieve highly scalable algorithms, we provide fully distributed algorithms
and in particular we leverage peer-to-peer techniques to reach to scalability. We handle
recent workload management requirements for cloud computing and big data environ-
ments. The biggest challenge is how to capture these workloads while we still preserve
scalability of the algorithms.
1.2 Main Contributions
The thesis consists of two main contributions as follows:
• We propose a workload consolidation algorithm called GLAP for cloud data cen-
ters which is scalable and is able to characterize workload of virtual machines
efficiently. Cloud providers would like to reduce the cost of maintaining data
centers by reducing energy consumption of servers in data center. The common
approach is to leverage the facility of virtual machine migration and move vir-
tual machines to as few servers as possible to turn off or sleep the idle servers.
However, there is a trade off between energy consumption and Service Level
Agreement (SLA) of customers promised by cloud providers which should be
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satisfied. Most of the existing algorithms satisfy scalability for workload char-
acterization and are not able to handle this trade off while still remaining scal-
able. The main reason is that they either rely on heavy optimization algorithms
in which a central server requires to monitor continuously the workload status
of VMs or use low accuracy workload characterization to satisfy the scalability
requirement. GLAP overcomes these problems and is able to handle the trade
off between energy consumption and SLA of customers in a better way than the
state-of-the-art and more importantly preserve scalability property.
• The second main contribution of the thesis is about Big data environments. To-
days data analytics frameworks are increasing the level of parallelism by run-
ning ever shorter and higher-fanout jobs. Scheduling such highly parallel jobs
that need to be completed very quickly is a major challenge. On the one hand,
schedulers will need to schedule millions of tasks per second while guarantee-
ing millisecond-level latency and high availability. On the other hand, the ex-
isting centralized schedulers require running expensive and heavy scheduling
algorithms to place tasks on worker nodes efficiently. It causes long schedul-
ing times which makes scheduling a bottleneck for short-duration jobs. During
the literature review, we found that there has been some attempts to provide
fully distributed algorithms to resolve the scheduling time bottleneck but each
of them suffers from problems such as lack of massive scalability or inefficiency
in handling heterogeneous job durations. We propose a new fully distributed
probe-based scheduler for data analytics frameworks which is able to efficiently
handle the current heterogeneous workload of jobs. In addition, it is scalable
and more computing resources can be added without any adverse impact on the
scheduling time of the jobs.
1.3 Thesis Organization
The thesis consists of five chapters. Beside Chapter 1 presenting the introduction, the
other 4 chapters can be described as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the necessary back-
ground knowledge, related works and technical terms used in this thesis. We explain
peer-to-peer overlay networks and define two categories of structured and unstructured
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peer-to-peer overlay networks. Besides describing the properties of each type, we in-
troduce a number of well-known proposed algorithms. Then, we describe different
types of schedulers in data centers and define metrics and properties that schedulers
are designed based on them. After that, we introduce several proposed schedulers of
different types and compare them on the basis of the given metrics and properties. Fi-
nally, we describe a comprehensive literature review about workload consolidation of
virtual machines in cloud data center.
In Chapter 3, we propose Peacock, a scalable and distributed scheduler for data
analytic frameworks. We motivate the contribution by explaining the shortcomings of
the existing algorithms and then describe the algorithm followed by examples to clarify
it. Next, we propose a novel fault-tolerance algorithm. Finally, we evaluate Peacock
through extensive experiments and compare with the state-of-the-art algorithms.
In Chapter 4, we propose a scalable and distributed framework for workload con-
solidation of virtual machines in cloud data centers called GLAP. We formulate scal-
able resource management using reinforcement learning and combine it with a gossip-
based overlay network. We prove and evaluate the correctness of the algorithm through
theoretical analysis together with extensive experimental evaluations and comparison
with the state-of-the-arts.
Finally, in Chapter 5 we present a summary of our contributions and future works.
Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
In this chapter, we provide an overview and basic knowledge of characteristics, models,
and overall background related to Peer-to-Peer overlay networks. We concentrate more
on techniques and algorithms that are used in contributions of the thesis. It is followed
by a deeper review of related works regarding resource allocation mechanisms in cloud
computing and Big data analytic frameworks. This section of the chapter mainly focus
on literature review of thesis’s contributions about dynamic workload consolidation of
virtual machines in cloud data centers as well as a comprehensive review of different
scheduling techniques for efficient resource management of data analytics frameworks.
Throughout this thesis, the chapter can be used as the main reference for the reader,
where further references will be provided for better understanding.
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2.1 Peer-to-peer overlay networks
Peer-to-peer (P2P) overlay networks are distributed systems without any hierarchical
organization or centralized control. Peers form a virtual self-organizing overlay net-
work that is built on top of the Internet Protocol (IP) network. P2P overlay networks
are utilized to provide several services such as robust wide-area routing architecture,
efficient search of data items, redundant storage, hierarchical naming, trust and authen-
tication, massive scalability, fault tolerance, etc. There are two classes of P2P overlay
networks: Structured and Unstructured.
2.1.1 Structured Overlay Networks
In Structured P2P overlay networks, topology is tightly controlled and content is placed
at specified locations that will make subsequent queries more efficient. Such structured
P2P systems use Distributed Hash table (DHT) as a substrate in which data object (or
value) location information is placed deterministically at the peers with identifiers cor-
responding to the data objects unique key. DHT-based systems assign uniform random
IDs extracted from large space of identifiers to a set of peers. Data objects are assigned
unique identifiers called keys, chosen from the same identifier space. Keys are mapped
by the overlay network protocol to a unique peer in the overlay network. The P2P over-
lay networks provide scalable services for storing and retrieval of {key,value} pairs on
the overlay network. Each peer maintains a small routing table consisting of its neigh-
boring peers IDs and IP addresses. Look up queries or message routing are forwarded
across overlay paths to peers in a progressive manner, with the IDs that are closer to
the key in the identifier space. Different DHT-based systems have various organization
schemes and algorithms for the data objects and its key space and routing strategies.
DHT-based overlay networks have problems regarding latency of data object lookup.
For routing, peers forward a message to the next intermediate peer that may be located
far away with regards to physical topology of the underlying IP network. Also, such
systems assume equal participation in storing data objects which leads to bottleneck
at low-capacity peers. CAN [74], CHORD [56], TAPESTRY [75], PASTRY [76],
KADEMLIA [77], and VICEROY [78] are some of the most well-known proposed
DHT-based overlay networks. We used a structured overlay network for distributed
scheduling algorithm explained in chapter 3. It is inspired by CHORD [56] which
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is actually a simple form of CHORD without storing objects or routing algorithm to
locate objects.
2.1.2 Unstructured Overlay Networks
In unstructured overlay networks, peers form a random graph and use flooding or ran-
dom walks or expanding-ring Time-To-Live (TTL) to search or store contents in ap-
propriate overlay nodes. More precisely, each visited peer evaluates query on its own
content and might be inefficient since searching a low replicated content requires vis-
iting a large number of peers. Gnutella [79], Freenet [80], and BitTorrent [81] are
examples of unstructured overlay network applications.
A Gossip-based communication protocol is a specific type of unstructured over-
lay network which is widely deployed in order to provide services for information
dissemination [82], aggregation [61], load balancing [83], network management [84],
synchronization [85], etc. In such protocol, every peer exchanges some information
with other peers in a periodic manner so that all peers eventually converge to the same
common goal or value. More precisely, each peer requires to maintain a small subset
of other participating peers called view and periodically selects one from the list and
performs a gossiping round. The key point is that each peer should maintain a contin-
uously changing subset of peers and more importantly the resulting overlay network
should represent the properties of a uniform random graph at each time. In other word,
at each round, peers should select a uniform random peer and perform a gossiping
round. To this end, a fundamental service for gossip-based protocols is the underlying
service that provides each peer with a list of peers is called peer sampling service. The
crucial is that this service should be implemented in such a way that any given peer can
exchange information with peers that are selected following a uniform random samples
of all nodes in the system.
A naive solution is that each peer maintains a view of all peers in the network
and at each round selects one peer uniformly at random. In fact, every peer knows
all the other peers of the system. However, this solution is not scalable as maintain-
ing such view has an overhead in a dynamic system in which peers join and leave the
network regularly. Therefore, it is a wrong assumption if we apply this solution for
the underlying peer sampling service. The idea behind an ideal solution is to use a
gossip-based dissemination of membership information which enables the building of
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unstructured overlay networks that capture the dynamic nature of such fully decentral-
ized peer-to-peer systems through continuous gossiping of this information. Addition-
ally, it provides good connectivity in the presence of failures or peer disconnections.
Gossip-based peer sampling service consists of three dimensions as follows: (1) Peer
selection, (2) View propagation, and (3) View selection. Many variations exist for each
of three dimensions. In fact, peer sampling services are different as each of them has
different algorithms or methods for three mentioned dimensions. Interested readers are
referred to [63], [62], and [7] for more details. Chapter 4 proposes a scalable dynamic
workload consolidation for cloud data centers. In this work we used a peer sampling
service and a novel gossip protocol to migrate virtual machines between nodes in data
center.
2.2 Job Scheduling in Big Data Frameworks
Job scheduling was already extensively studied in the domain of high performance
computing for scheduling of batch long running CPU-intensive jobs. However, af-
ter the appearance of emerging data-parallel systems, it again has recently become a
hot and on demand research topic. In this section, we try to review the correspond-
ing literature broadly and evaluate the latest advances in this area. We found that
all job scheduling algorithms can be evaluated from five different aspects which are
Scheduling Architecture, Queue Management, Placement Strategies, Resource Allo-
cation Policies, and Scheduling Amelioration Mechanisms. First, we explain each of
these aspects and then discuss and compare various related works on the basis of the
proposed metrics.
• Scheduling Architecture
In one perspective, there could be two general scheduling architectures called
monolithic and Two-level scheduling architectures. Monolithic schedulers use
a single scheduling algorithm for all jobs and applications of cluster. Two-level
schedulers act as coordinator or operating system for clusters and have a sin-
gle active resource manager that offers compute resources to multiple parallel,
independent scheduler frameworks. Until now there has been three different
monolithic cluster schedulers proposed by different algorithms. First, central-
ized schedulers that use elaborate algorithms to find high-quality placements,
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but have latencies of seconds or minutes. Second, distributed schedulers that
use simple algorithms that allow for high throughput, low latency parallel task
placement at scale. However, their uncoordinated decisions based on partial,
stale state can result in poor placements. Third, hybrid schedulers that split the
workload across a centralized and a distributed component. They use sophis-
ticated algorithms for long-running tasks, but rely on distributed placement for
short tasks.
• Queue Management
Data centers have limited resources and it is typical if workload exceeds the max-
imum capacity of data center. Therefore, queues are required in order to provide
projections on future resource availability. The use of queues enables schedulers
and workers to dispatch tasks proactively based on future resource availabil-
ity, instead of based on instantaneous availability. It is crucial that schedulers
manage queues efficiently. Scheduling algorithms provide various queue man-
agement techniques by placing a queue on either scheduler or worker nodes.
Also, some algorithms place queue on both worker and scheduler nodes. Basi-
cally, centralized schedulers use scheduler-side queues while distributed sched-
ulers use worker-side queues. Essentially, queue management techniques are
evaluated by appropriate queue sizing, prioritization of task execution via queue
reordering, starvation freedom, and careful placement of tasks to queues.
• Placement Strategies
Efficient task placement strategies by the cluster scheduler lead to higher ma-
chine utilization, shorter batch job runtime, improved load balancing, more pre-
dictable application performance, and increased fault tolerance. Centralized
schedulers often make decisions through applying algorithmically complex op-
timization in multiple dimensions over global view of data center. However,
achieving such high task placement quality conflicts with the need for a low
latency placement. To this end, distributed schedulers often make quick task
placement decisions with lower quality. Generally, various task placement al-
gorithms can be divided into two types: Task-by-task placement and batching
placement. In the former, the task waits in a queue of unscheduled tasks until it
is dequeued and processed by the scheduler. Some schedulers have tasks wait in
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a worker queues which allows for pipelined parallelism. Such placement has the
advantage of being amenable to uncoordinated, parallel decisions in distributed
schedulers. On the contrary, as disadvantages, the scheduler commits to a place-
ment early and restricts its choices for further waiting tasks, and second, there is
limited opportunity to amortize work. In the latter, processing several tasks in a
batch allows the scheduler to jointly consider their placement, and thus to find
the best trade-off for the whole batch.
• Resource Allocation Policies and User Constraints
Schedulers might need to consider a set of policies and constraints imposed by
environment and users. Such constraints can be, for example, over where indi-
vidual tasks are launched or inter-user isolation policies to govern the relative
performance of users when resources are contended. Such constraints can be
defined as per-job or per-task and are required in data-parallel frameworks, for
instance, for the sake of locality and performance, to run tasks on a machine that
holds the tasks input data on disk or in memory. Another type of policy relates
to the resource allocation in which schedulers allocate resources according to a
specific policy when aggregate demand for resources exceeds capacity. For ex-
ample, weighted fair sharing provides cluster-wide fair shares in which two users
using the same set of machines will be assigned resource shares proportional to
their weight.
• Scheduling Amelioration Mechanisms To cope with unexpected cluster dy-
namics, suboptimal estimations, other abnormal runtime behaviors which are
facts of life in large-scale clusters, and also to drive high cluster utilization while
maintaining low job latencies, cluster scheduling algorithms provide different
amelioration techniques to improves initial scheduling decisions. This is vital
for distributed scheduling when initial placement is made quickly on the basis
of no or partial information of the cluster. It is also useful for centralized sched-
ulers due to unexpected cluster dynamics that are not known at the scheduling
time. We found several amelioration techniques in the literature including but
not limited to work stealing, re-dispatching, load shedding, straggler detection,
duplicate scheduling, queue reordering, and etc.
In the rest of this section we explore the most relevant works and explain their
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pros and cons. Since the contribution of this thesis is about probe-based distributed
schedulers which is explained in chapter 3, first we discuss and compare this type of
schedulers and then we continue with other sort of studied schedulers.
Sparrow [27] is a fully distributed scheduler with design goals to perform at ex-
treme scalability and low latency. The placement strategy of Sparrow is batch sampling
followed by late-binding technique for better placement decisions. More precisely, it
sends a number of probe messages two times more than the number of tasks and places
probes in the least loaded workers. Sparrow performs well for lightly and medium
loaded clusters, however, it faces with challenges in highly load clusters for hetero-
geneous workloads due to head-of-line blocking. This stems from taking scheduling
decisions without benefiting from full load information. Moreover, Sparrow does not
have amelioration mechanisms to compensate in case the initial assignment of tasks to
nodes is suboptimal. Our algorithm Peacock as we illustrate in chapter 3 outperforms
Sparrow in all workloads.
The authors in [89] augmented Sparrow by defining a new term called probe shar-
ing. The main idea of the paper is that due to Sparrow’s sample-based techniques, some
tasks in subsequent jobs may be scheduled earlier than those in the earlier jobs, which
results in scheduling disorder and inevitably causes unfairness. The proposed solution
is jobs that arrive at the same Sparrow scheduler can share their probes to ensure that
all tasks in the earlier arrived jobs can be scheduled earlier than subsequent jobs. This
approach has a number of problems. First, the authors does not consider Head-of-Line
blocking as executing earlier arrived jobs can not always guarantee better response
time and fairness. Since jobs have heterogeneous durations and it is more efficient if
some short duration tasks to be executed before long duration tasks to prevent happen-
ing Head-of-Line blocking problem even if the short job arrived later the long job. It
also never necessarily violates fairness. The authors try to solve disordering problem
for jobs each scheduler in Sparrow to prevent Head-of-Line Blocking. However, an ef-
ficient solution is the one can reorder all jobs of all schedulers in a distributed fashion
in order to fix Head-of-Line blocking. This is what Peacock does efficiently.
The authors in Hawk [29] proposed an algorithm to resolve shortcomings of Spar-
row in highly loaded clusters. Hawk divides jobs into two categories called short and
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long duration jobs. There is a centralized scheduler in charge of placing long jobs and a
number of distributed schedulers responsible for placing short jobs. Centralized sched-
uler has a global view of long jobs and make decisions based on that. The distributed
scheduler is a probe based scheduler identical to Sparrow. Moreover, Hawk divides
worker nodes into two parts. A big part is shared between both job types and a smaller
part dedicated only to short jobs. The algorithm is augmented with a randomized task
stealing approach to reduce Head-of-Line blocking. Once a worker becomes idle, it
connects to another randomly chosen worker and gets a short job that gets stuck behind
a long job in the queue of the worker node. Although Hawk outperforms Sparrow in
highly load scenarios, it falls behind Sparrow in light and medium scenarios. Addi-
tionally, there is static separator between short and long jobs as well as partitioning
of cluster. Such static separation might be misleading. Peacock outperforms Hawk in
both light and heavy workloads.
The same authors propose another algorithm called Eagle [28] which works better
than Hawk. Eagle divides the datacenter nodes in partitions for the execution of short
and long jobs to avoid Head-of-Line blocking, and introduces sticky batch probing
to achieve better job-awareness and avoids stragglers. Eagle shares some informa-
tion among workers called Succinct State Sharing, in which the distributed schedulers
are informed of the locations where long jobs are executing. Eagle avoids stragglers
and mitigate head-of-Line blocking by using a Shortest Remaining Processing Time
reordering technique to prevent starvation. Eagle achieves it by replacing task steal-
ing proposed in Hawk with a re-dispatching of short probes. In other words, once a
short probe reaches a worker node running or queuing a long job, distributed sched-
uler either reschedule it to a new worker or directly sends to a worker belongs to short
task partition. Eagle performs well under heavy loads. Eagle the same as Hawk suf-
fers from static configuration values. Besides the same parameters as Hawk, Eagle
needs to set a threshold value for reordering mechanism which might be misleading,
too. Furthermore, probe re-dispatching is probabilistic and may not lead to a better re-
sult. However, as we show Peacock outperforms Eagle in different workload scenarios
under heterogeneous jobs by proposing a deterministic algorithm for probe scheduling.
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Omega [53] is a distributed, flexible and scalable scheduler for large compute clus-
ters. Omega uses parallelism, shared state, and lock-free optimistic concurrency con-
trol in order to make scheduling decisions to increase efficiency and maximize uti-
lization. Omega has a parallel scheduler architecture built around shared state, using
lock-free optimistic concurrency control, to achieve both implementation extensibility
and performance scalability. In Omega each scheduler has full access to the entire
cluster. Schedulers compete in a free-for-all manner, and use optimistic concurrency
control to mediate clashes when they update the cluster state. This eliminates two
shortcomings of the two-level scheduler architecture which are limited parallelism due
to pessimistic concurrency control, and restricted visibility of resources in a scheduler
framework. Omega maintains a resilient master copy of the resource allocations in the
cluster, which is called cell state. Each scheduler is given a frequently updated copy
of cell state that it uses for making scheduling decisions. Once a scheduler makes a
placement decision, it updates the shared copy of cell state in an atomic commit. The
same as our algorithm Peacock, Omega schedulers operate completely in parallel and
do not have to wait for jobs in other schedulers, and there is no inter-scheduler head
of line blocking. Since it is distributed approach it does not guarantee global fairness,
starvation avoidance, etc. Also, Omega is not able to provide amelioration mechanisms
in order to efficiently handle dynamic behavior of cluster and unpredictable changes
that are inevitable. One advantage of Omega is that it can support gang scheduling i.e.,
either all tasks of a job are scheduled together, or none are, and the scheduler must
try to schedule the entire job again. Omega needs to keep a complete view of data
center and schedulers need strictly to make consensus on the latest copy of view which
makes it expensive and has a negative impact on the performance. On the contrary,
shared state in Peacock is very lightweight and different schedulers does not need to
make consensus about the latest updated version.
Tarcil [36] is another probe-based distributed scheduler that is designed to target both
scheduling speed and quality which aims to make it appropriate for large, highly-
loaded clusters running both short and long jobs. Tarcil like Sparrow, Hawk, and
Eagle uses probe sampling. However, unlike them, sample size is dynamically chang-
ing based on load analyzes in order to provide guarantees on the quality of scheduling
decisions with respect to resource heterogeneity and workload interference. It first
looks up the jobs resource and interference sensitivity preferences which are CPU,
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caches, memory, and I/O channels. Tarcil can obtain useful information about esti-
mates of the relative performance on the different servers, as well as estimates of the
interference the workload can tolerate and generate in shared resources. Tarcil is a
shared-state scheduler and schedulers periodically collect statistics on the cluster state.
These statistics are updated as jobs begin and end execution. Using that information,
schedulers determine whether they can quickly find resources for a job, otherwise the
scheduler queues it for a while. A queued application waits until it has a high probabil-
ity of finding appropriate resources or until a queuing time threshold is reached. Tarcil
is not performing well for light and medium workloads and even for high load cases
is not as good as Peacock since it is still rely on batch sampling proposed by Sparrow.
The authors ran experiments for up to 400 nodes and it is not clear if it is scalable
and can work efficiently for large clusters. In addition, it targets more on placement
efficiency and the authors do not propose any method for handling of Head-of-Line
blocking. In addition, there is no amelioration mechanism to improve job scheduling
decisions at run time after initial scheduling due to dynamic behavior of cluster.
Mercury [32] is a hybrid resource management framework that allows applica-
tions to trade-off between scheduling overhead and execution guarantees. The key
point is that Mercury offload work from the centralized scheduler by augmenting the
resource management framework to include an auxiliary set of schedulers that make
fast/distributed decisions. Additionally, applications are divided into two execution
models given by users called guaranteed or opportunistic. Applications may now
choose to accept high scheduling costs to obtain strong execution guarantees from the
centralized scheduler, or trade strict guarantees for sub-second distributed allocations
which is suitable for applications with short tasks durations. Mercury uses queues in
centralized scheduler node as well as worker nodes for distributed scheduling. Mer-
cury follows different placement strategies for centralized and distributed allocations.
The central scheduler allocates a guaranteed job on a node, if and only if that node
has sufficient resources to meet the containers demands. By tracking when guaranteed
jobs are allocated/released on a per-node basis, the scheduler can accurately determine
cluster-wide resource availability. The placement policy of distributed schedulers is
to minimize queuing delay by mitigating head-of-line blocking. Mercury applies two
ways in order to maximize cluster efficiency as amelioration mechanisms. It performs
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load shedding to dynamically (re)-balancing load across nodes so that it mitigates oc-
casionally poor placement choices for opportunistic short length jobs. Moreover, it
utilizes a simple queue reordering technique.
Apollo [35] is a highly scalable and coordinated scheduling framework. Apollo
performs scheduling decisions in a distributed manner, utilizing global cluster infor-
mation via a loosely coordinated mechanism. The distributed architecture of Apollo
is different from probe-based distributed schedulers such as Sparrow [27], and Ea-
gle [28]. In Apollo, besides the existence of a set of independent distributed schedulers,
there exists a resource monitor node. Such node is responsible for communicating with
worker nodes to get their state continuously in order to provide a global view of the
cluster for scheduler nodes. Each task is scheduled on a server that minimizes the task
completion time. The estimation model incorporates a variety of factors and allows a
scheduler to perform a weighted decision, rather than solely considering data locality
or server load. Similar to Mercury [32], Apollo creates two classes of tasks, regular
tasks and opportunistic tasks in order to drive high cluster utilization while maintaining
low job latencies. It guarantees low latency for regular tasks, while using the oppor-
tunistic tasks for high utilization. To cope with unexpected cluster dynamics, Apollo
is augmented with a series of correction mechanisms that adjust and rectify sub opti-
mal decisions at runtime. One of the amelioration techniques is duplicate scheduling.
When a scheduler gets new information from resource monitor, Apollo reschedules
task in optimal server if it finds that previous task scheduling is not efficient based on
new information and duplicates are discarded when one task starts. Randomization
and straggler detection are two more techniques that Apollo uses to enhance schedul-
ing decisions.
The authors in [33] proposed a centralized fine grain cluster resource-sharing model
with locality constraints called Quincy. The algorithm maps scheduling problem to a
graph data structure, where edge weights represents the competing demands of data
locality, fairness, and starvation-freedom. Also, a solver computes the optimal on line
schedule according to a global cost model. Quincy proposed a multiple queues ap-
proach. The schedulers maintain three types of queues, one for each computer in the
cluster, one for each rack and one cluster-wide queue. When a worker task is submitted
to the scheduler it is added to the tail of multiple queues. When a task is matched to a
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computer, it is removed from all the queues it had been placed in. Although Quincy is
able to provide a high efficient scheduling decisions, it is not scalable and suffers from
single point of failure problem.
Firmament [65] is a new centralized scheduler designed to augment Quincy [33]
in order to overcome the weakness of it. The algorithm can scale to over ten thousand
machines at sub second placement latency while it is able to continuously reschedules
all tasks via a min-cost max-flow (MCMF) optimization technique. The authors claims
that centralized sophisticated scheduling algorithms can be fast if they match the prob-
lem structure well, and also few changes to cluster state occur while the algorithm runs.
Firmament reduces several minutes task placements of Quincy to latencies of hundreds
of milliseconds on a large cluster while reaches the same placement quality as Quincy.
There are a set of Two-level centralized schedulers that are designed to perform
as operating system for cluster consisting several independent applications. These
schedulers aim to allocate resources at coarse granularity, either because tasks tend to
be long-running or because the cluster supports many applications that each acquire
some amount of resources and perform their own task-level scheduling. These sched-
ulers sacrifice request granularity in order to enforce complex scheduling policies; as
a result, they provide insufficient latency and/or throughput for scheduling sub-second
tasks and are suitable for long-running tasks such as high performance computing jobs.
Borg [44], Mesos [34], and Yarn [45] belong to this category.
Mesos shares resources in a fine-grained manner, allowing frameworks to achieve
data locality by taking turns reading data stored on each machine. More precisely,
Mesos follows a Two-level architecture in which it implements a centralized scheduler
that takes as input framework requirements, resource availability, and organizational
policies and decides how many resources to offer to each framework and then delegate
control over scheduling to the frameworks through a new abstraction called a resource
offer. Actually each framework decides independently which resources to accept and
which applications or jobs to run on the allocated resources.
Another algorithm in the category of Two-level scheduling architecture is Apache
Yarn [45]. It was designed to address two shortcomings of initial Apache Hadoop
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scheduler which were tight coupling of a specific programming model with the re-
source management infrastructure, and centralized handling of jobs control flow which
resulted in scalability problems for the scheduler. Yarn is a multi cluster scheduler that
by separating resource management functions from the programming model, YARN
delegates many scheduling-related functions to per-job components. This separation
provides a great deal of flexibility in the choice of programming framework. YARN
provides greater scalability, higher efficiency, and enables a large number of different
frameworks to efficiently share a cluster. Specifically, there is a per-cluster Resource
Manager that tracks resource usage and node liveness, enforces allocation invariants,
and arbitrates contention among tenants. Therefore the central allocator can use an
abstract description of tenants requirements, but does not need to be aware of the se-
mantics of each allocation. There is an Application Master which coordinates the
logical plan of a single job by requesting resources from the Resource Manager.
Borg [44] is another large scale cluster manager scheduler being used at Google
data centers. Borg manages a site comprises of a number of clusters. Each cluster is
divided into a number of cells in which each cell consists of thousands of machines.
Each Borg cell consists of a logically centralized controller called the Borg master,
and an agent process called the Borglet that runs on each machine in a cell. In nut-
shell, when a job is submitted, the Borg master stores it persistently in the Paxos store
and adds the jobs tasks to the pending queue. This is scanned asynchronously by the
scheduler, which assigns tasks to machines if there are sufficient available resources
that meet the jobs constraints. The scan proceeds from high to low priority, modulated
by a round-robin scheme within a priority to ensure fairness across users and avoid
head-of-line blocking behind a large job. The Borglet is a local Borg agent that is
present on every machine in a cell. It handles everything related to tasks assigned to
the machine including starting and stopping tasks; restarts them if they fail; manages
local resources by manipulating OS kernel settings, and etc. Borg uses a global queue
at Borg master node for scheduling all coming jobs. Accordingly, task placement is
done directly to worker nodes since there is no queue on workers.
Jockey [37] is a centralized scheduler aims to provide guarantees on job latency
for data parallel jobs. Jockey uses a simulator to capture internal dependencies of jobs
efficiently in order to computes statistics and predicates the remaining run time of jobs
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with respect to resource allocations, etc. Using a previous execution of the job and
a utility function, Jockey models the relationship between resource allocation and ex-
pected job utility. During job runtime, the control policy computes the progress of
the job and estimates the resource allocation that maximizes job utility and minimizes
cluster impact by considering the task dependency structure, individual task latencies,
failure probabilities, etc. Jockey has three components which are a job simulator to
estimate the job completion in off-line mode, a job progress indicator which is used
at runtime to characterize the progress of the job, and a resource allocation control
loop, which uses the job progress indicator and estimates of completion times from
the simulator to allocate tokens such that the jobs expected utility is maximized and
its impact on the cluster is minimized. However, Jockey has a number of limitations.
First, it is centralized and is not scalable and cannot provide low latency scheduling
for short length tasks. It does not provide any amelioration mechanism to handle dy-
namic nature of cluster efficiently. Jockey is only capable of guaranteeing job latency
for jobs it has seen before. Jockey makes local decisions to ensure each job finishes in
guaranteed latency and cannot reach a globally optimal allocations.
Bistro [43], is a centralized hierarchical scheduler developed for Facebook data
center. It aims to run data-intensive batch jobs on live along with customer facing pro-
duction systems without degrading the performance of end-users. Bistro is a tree-based
scheduler that safely runs batch jobs in the background on live customer-facing produc-
tion systems without harming the foreground workloads. Bistro treats data hosts and
their resources as first class objects subject to hard constraints and models resources as
a hierarchical forest of resource trees. Total resource capacity and per job consumption
is specified at each level. As many tasks as possible are scheduled onto leaves of tree
as long as it satisfies tasks resource requirements along the paths to root. More pre-
cisely, each task requires resources along a unique path to root. As mentioned, Bistro
does not use any queue for scheduling and in fact it is a tree-based scheduler and not
queue-based. Bistro the same as other centralized schedulers suffer from scalability
and single point of failure problem.
TetriSched [30] is a centralized scheduler using a reservation system to continu-
ously re-evaluate the immediate-term scheduling plan for all pending jobs. It divides
jobs into two categories reservation and best-effort jobs. TetriSched leverages jobs
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runtime estimate and deadline information supplied by a deployed reservation system
and decide to wait for a busy preferred resource type or launch task on less preferred
placement options. Reservation systems such as YARN reservation system [42] are
designed to guarantee resource availability in the long term future. It serves as an ad-
mission control system to ensure that resource guarantees are not over committed. By
contrast, a scheduling system is designed to make short-term job placement. Schedul-
ing systems are responsible for optimizing job placement to more efficiently utilize
resources. In fact, TetriSched is designed to work with reservation system provided
in YARN and they complement each other. TetriSched performs global scheduling by
batching multiple pending jobs and considering them for placement simultaneously,
since constraints on diverse resources can arbitrarily conflict. Like other centralized
schedulers, it suffers from scalability problems and also is not able to schedule short
jobs quickly.
Paragon [66] is a centralized and energy-aware scheduler for Data Centers that tries
to handle both workload heterogeneity and interference. By co-locating applications a
given number of servers can host a larger set of workloads and hence by packing work-
loads in a small number of servers when the overall load is low, the rest of the servers
can be turned off to save energy. Paragon leverages validated analytical methods, such
as collaborative filtering to quickly and accurately classify incoming applications with
respect to platform heterogeneity and workload interference. In addition, classification
uses minimal information about the new application and instead it leverages informa-
tion the system already has about applications that it has previously seen. The output
of classification is used by a greedy scheduler to assign workloads to servers in a man-
ner that maximizes application performance and optimizes resource usage. The major
problem of Paragon is that scheduling time may take in minutes and it is not able to
provide low latency scheduling time for short length jobs. It is centralized and hence
it is not scalable. Paragon is strongly rely on prediction and it does not propose any
runtime mechanism to improve placement decisions after initial scheduling.
Quasar [88] is a centralized scheduler for managing cluster of servers. It aims to in-
crease resource utilization while providing consistently high application performance.
Quasar employs three techniques to achieve the goals. First, users express performance
constraints for each workload, letting Quasar determine the right amount of resources
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to meet these constraints at any point. Therefore it does not rely on resource reserva-
tions, which lead to resource underutilization. The reason is that users do not neces-
sarily understand workload dynamics and physical resource requirements of complex
systems. Then, Quasar uses classification techniques to quickly and accurately de-
termine the impact of the amount of resources, type of resources, and interference
on performance for each workload and dataset. After that, it uses the classification
results to jointly perform resource allocation and assignment, quickly exploring the
large space of options for an efficient way to pack workloads on available resources.
Quasar monitors workload performance and adjusts resource allocation and assign-
ment when needed. Similarly to Paragon, it is not scalable and relies on prediction and
it does not propose any amelioration mechanism to handle dynamic behavior of cluster.
GRAPHENE [86] is centralized cluster scheduler. The main contribution is to
schedule efficiently jobs with a complex dependency structure and heterogeneous re-
source demands. Since scheduling a DAG of independent homogeneous or heteroge-
neous tasks is an NP-hard problem and also heuristics solutions perform poorly when
scheduling heterogeneous DAG. GRAPHENE is trying to solve the problem by com-
puting a DAG schedule, off line, by first scheduling long running tasks and those that
are hard to pack and then scheduling the remaining tasks without violating depen-
dencies. This off-line schedules are distilled to a simple precedence order and are
enforced by an on-line component that scales to many jobs. Also, on-line component
uses heuristics to compactly pack tasks and to handle efficiently trade of between fair-
ness and faster job completion times. An obvious problem of the algorithm is that it is
centralized and also does a lot of computation during scheduling time and hence is not
scalable and not suitable for scheduling short duration tasks. Also, by considering the
fact that firstly each hierarchy of a DAG consists of several recurring tasks with highly
similar task duration and secondly each hierarchy can be seen as different job, paying
such high cost for DAG may not be affordable.
The authors in [31] extensively evaluate how centralized and distributed modern
cluster schedulers manage queues and discuss relevant pros and cons. They provide
principled solutions to the observed problems by introducing queue management tech-
niques, such as appropriate queue sizing, prioritization of task execution via queue
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reordering, starvation freedom, and careful placement of tasks to queues. The au-
thors propose two general schedulers. One is centralized scheduler which consists
of both queues at scheduler and worker nodes. The distributed scheduler is designed
with queues at worker nodes. The authors evaluated several techniques for task place-
ment, queue sizing, and queue reordering for both types of schedulers. Although the
proposed techniques are broad, there exists shortcomings in the proposed algorithms
that causes Peacock outperforms this approach. The algorithm supports a Fixed-sized
queue based on either task count or task duration. However, in Peacock we provide
an elastic queue sizing which continuously and in a distributed manner update size of
queue which results in more efficient scheduling decisions. In addition, using probe
rotation proposed in peacock, our algorithm can continuously find a better place to
accommodate tasks while in this algorithm the final placement decision is made at
scheduling time. Accordingly, Peacock can lead to better job completion time than
this algorithm.
2.3 Dynamic Virtual Machine Consolidation
Workload consolidation through virtual machine (VM) live migration (a feature pro-
vided by hypervisors) is one of the most important mechanisms for designing energy
efficient cloud resource management systems. The aim is to migrate virtual machines
into as few number of Physical Machines (PM) as possible to attain both increasing the
utilization of Cloud servers while considerably reducing the energy consumption of the
cloud data center by turning off empty PMs. In other words, any workload consolida-
tion algorithm using live migration should capture trade off between energy efficiency
and Service Level Agreement (SLA) of customers. More interestingly, workload con-
solidation is a demand of cloud service providers so that they can serve to as many
customer as possible by using as few PM as possible to increase profit and make it
more affordable and more importantly do not violate SLA of customers. However, the
crux is that due to workload fluctuation of VMs during time, packing more VMs into a
single server may lead to SLA problems, since VMs share the underlying physical re-
sources of the PM. Workload consolidation is a NP-Hard problem and hence, a broad
spectrum of heuristic and meta-heuristic algorithms have been proposed that aim to
achieve near-optimality.
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In Figure 2.1, there are 4 VMs running in 3 different PMs. Consolidation algorithm
Figure 2.1: Virtual Machine Consolidation
migrates 2 VMs, now all are running on one PM and the 2 other PMs can move to
sleep mode and hence, consume less energy. Recall that VMs hosted in a PM share
the underlying physical resources of that PM. Therefore, with the increased number of
VMs sharing underlying resources of a single PM, waiting time for a VM prior receiv-
ing its required resources becomes higher and it results in arising resource contention
which would lead towards poor Quality of Service (QoS). Additionally, since resource
demand of VMs varies from time to time, migration by considering only current re-
source demands of VMs would lead to arising SLA violation of customers. To sum
up, an ideal virtual machine consolidation algorithm should satisfy resource utiliza-
tion maximization, energy consumption minimization and Cloud profit maximization.
Moreover, it should be scalable to hundred of thousands PMs as well as it needs to
be robust such that the performance does not degrade with the fluctuation in resource
demand of VMs.
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In the rest of this section, first we try to classify the important components of VM
consolidation algorithms from different perspective. We will give a description for
each one and then, we compare our GLAP algorithm with a set of the most relevant
related works that we studied and show in which aspects it outperforms those proposed
techniques.
In general, different VM consolidation algorithms either distributed or centralized
are designed to achieve one or more of 5 main objectives. One of the most important
objectives is SLA Violation Aware. It happens when allocated resources (i.e., CPU,
memory, IO, and network bandwidth) are less than VMs resource demand during life-
time of VMs. The reason is that VMs running on one PM share underlying physical
resources and hence inefficient consolidation of several VMs into a PM very likely
leads to SLA violation. Another important metric is Energy Efficiency Aware. The
maintenance of data centers require the consumption of too much electricity (e.g., for
cooling) which makes it expensive for cloud providers. One efficient way is leverage
VM live migration to consolidate as many VMs as possible into as few PMs as possible
and change the state empty PMs to sleep mode. Through this way, cloud providers re-
duce energy consumption. As it is clear, there is a trade-off between SLA violation of
customers and energy efficiency of data centers. Cache Contention Aware is another
objective that has recently got the attention of researchers. Shared resources are not
limited to CPU, Memory, IO, and Network bandwidth. In addition, VMs share various
levels of CPU caches. One VM may experience extra cache misses, as collocated VMs
on the same CPU, fetch their own data into the Lowest Level Cache (LLC), which
leads to evict the VMs data from the LLC and causes cache misses to the VM. There
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are a sort of algorithms that are Network Efficiency Aware. Basically, the objectives
are minimization of network energy consumption, reduction of network congestion,
etc. Security Aware is another objective which aims to secure cloud data center as a
multi-tenancy environment. The reason is that VMs of different clients are hosted in
same PM, and share the underlying physical resources.
VM consolidation algorithms need to address three main components. The first com-
ponent is in charge of selecting one or more PMs whose VMs need to be migrated
out. The second component takes one of the selected PMs and marks the most suit-
able VM(s) for migration. The last component selects the PM(s) as target to accept
migrating VM(s) which was selected by VM selection component. In centralized ar-
chitectures, a single server has the information about resource availability and current
state of all PMs and VMs. Using the VM consolidation algorithm, the single server
selects one or more target PMs as well as one or more VMs to migrate to those PMs.
The main problem with centralized architecture is the single point of failure. Addi-
tionally, running centralized optimization VM consolidation algorithms are expensive
and slow and are not scalable. Also, such algorithms cannot deal with VMs quick
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behavioral changes efficiently. On the other hand, in distributed architecture, there
is no centralized server responsible for running the algorithm. Instead, each PM run
the algorithm and retains the information of a subset of other PMs/neighbors. The
PMs collaboratively and asynchronously exchange information between themselves
and take migration decisions. Such distributed algorithms are designed to overcome
the shortcomings of the centralized VM consolidation algorithms. VM consolidation
algorithms based on considering dynamic properties of data centers including VMs and
PMs can be divided into Dynamic VM consolidation and Static VM consolidation al-
gorithms. Static VM consolidation algorithms consider a set of empty PMs as well as a
number of VMs and try to place all VMs into PMs in an efficient way. More precisely,
static algorithms do initial VM placement in minimum number of active PMs in such
way that energy-efficiency and resource utilization increases. Such algorithms are not
able to improve placement VMs to PMs during time in an environment in which there
are continuous arrival and departure of VMs. PMs might crash and resource demand of
VMs fluctuate from time to time. On the contrary, dynamic consolidation algorithms
take into account changing workload or resource requirement of any VM and its loca-
tion continuously and reallocate existing VMs in lesser number of PMs such that the
number of active PMs is minimized and hence data center consumes less energy.
One of the three main fundamental components is VM selection policy which
specifies which VM(s) should be migrated from source PM to destination PM. VM
selection policy can be divided into two categorization of single and multiple VMs.
Typically, an application such as multi-layer enterprise applications consists of several
VMs which work collaboratively to provide services to customers. There are a num-
ber of algorithms which take into account the relationship between VMs when making
consolidation decisions. For single VM selection, we found five techniques that are
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widely used in the proposed algorithms. In Random Choice, one VM from source
PM is simply chosen for migration. In Minimization of VM Migration, the aim is
to migrate the minimum number of VMs to make the current resource utilization of
a PM lower than the upper utilization threshold to reduce the risk of occurring SLA
violation. In High Potential Growth the VM with lowest ratio of actual resource us-
age to its initial claimed resource demand is selected. In Minimization of Migration
Time each VM migration consumes energy and it is important to reduce the time of
migration which is a proportion to the size of VM. Therefore, the VM which requires
minimum time to complete the migration is selected. The estimated migration time
is calculated based on the amount of RAM utilized by a VM divided by the network
bandwidth available for the target PM. The last VM selection policy is Maximum
Correlation. In this policy, the correlation between VMs is measured using tech-
niques such as Multiple Correlation coefficient and VM with the highest correlation of
the resource utilization with other VMs are selected.
One of the fundamental components in VM consolidation is Source PM Selection.
There are totally two types of techniques called Threshold-Based and Threshold-Free.
In threshold-based approach, an upper and lower threshold value is statistically defined
to figure out when PMs are close to overloaded or underloaded states. Such PMs are
selected to migrate their VMs in order to move towards the goals of balancing load or
consolidating VMs. Threshold values are set either statically or in an adaptive way. In
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the former, some static value is given while in the latter the value is determined dy-
namically based on parameters such as resource utilization, and etc. In Threshold-Free
strategy, resource utilization ratio of the PMs is not compared against any threshold
value to identify the PM as overloaded or underloaded. Instead, the source PMs are
selected either randomly through applying some function. Another fundamental com-
ponent in VM consolidation is Destination PM Selection strategy. The first strategy is
Random PM Selection which is applicable for both distributed and centralized VM
consolidation architectures. As the name indicates one PM randomly is chosen as des-
tination PM. All the rest strategies require the whole knowledge of PMs and thus are
suitable for centralized approach. In First Fit policy, PMs are ordered in a sequence
and for each VM, the first available PM from the ordered list of PMs is selected. First
Fit Decreasing policy sorts VMs in decreasing order of resource demand and then the
destination PM for the first VM with highest resource demand is chosen. In Next
Fit or Round Robin, PMs are ordered in a sequence and for every single VM, the
searching of destination PM always starts from the PM that is next in the list to the
PM that placed the last VM. In Best Fit, the PM with the minimum residual resource
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is selected as its destination PM. Last, in Best Fit Decreasing, VMs are first sorted in
the decreasing order based on their resource demand. Then the destination PM for the
VM with highest resource demand is searched.
The dynamic VM consolidation has been well studied in the literature. However,
most algorithms are centralized solutions and few are distributed. Since the contri-
bution of this thesis is proposing a distributed VM consolidation algorithm, we start
by describing the proposed distributed algorithms in the literature in more details fol-
lowed by an overall explanation of the centralized ones. Our algorithm GLAP, is an
unstructured gossip based P2P VM consolidation algorithm. We found a number of
distributed consolidation algorithms on the basis of unstructured gossip based P2P
overlay network as well as structured P2P networks in the literature which we explain
and compare them with GLAP.
In [9], [91], and [20], the authors propose a scalable gossip-based protocol. They
designed algorithms for a number of management objectives such as load balancing,
energy efficiency, fair resource allocation, and service differentiation. At each time
only one of the management objectives can be deployed. It is modeled as an opti-
mization problem and is formulated as bin packing problem. The algorithm jointly
allocates compute and network resources. However, the main problem of this work
is that they miss to consider that resources are shared between various VMs in a PM.
This is a challenging problem in which consolidating VMs without considering this
fact may lead to SLA violation. Additionally, designing an efficient solution for this
problem becomes even harder in distributed fashion. This is what is addressed ef-
ficiently in GLAP. The paper [90] evaluates design and implementation of a gossip
based resource management system that is built upon the Open Stack [94] for manag-
ing an Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) cloud platform. A set of controllers are the
building blocks that allocate resources to applications cooperatively to achieve an ac-
tivated management objective.
In [12], the authors present a decentralized approach towards scalable and energy-
efficient management of virtual machine (VM) instances for enterprise clouds. They
organize PMs into a hypercube structured Peer-to-Peer overlay network. Each PM
operates autonomously by applying a set of distributed load balancing rules and al-
gorithms. In hypercube, each PM is directly connected to at most n neighbors, while
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the maximum number of compute nodes is N = 2n. The data center scales up and
down as PMs are added and removed, according to the hypercube node join and node-
departure algorithms. Each PM is able to connect to its immediate neighbors in a
periodic manner to migrate VMs. It is a static threshold algorithm in that underutilized
nodes attempt to shift their workload to their hypercube neighbors and switch off while
over utilized nodes attempt to migrate a subset of their VM instances so as to reduce
their power consumption which in turn may lead to SLA violations. Although using
hypercube is a new approach for managing VMs in a distributed manner, the authors
only take into account the power consumption of each VM which is obtained from
CPU usage. However,they do not take into account the resource demand and capacity
of VMs and PMs. Moreover, an efficient algorithm should consider multiple resources
such as CPU, memory, and network while this work does not do it. In addition, the
algorithm does not propose any way to handle SLA violation when consolidate a set
of VMs into one PM.
Mastroianni et al. [10], proposed ecoCloud approach which is an algorithm for power-
efficient VM consolidation. In ecoCloud, the placement and migration of VM in-
stances are driven by probabilistic processes. When a VM request arrives, it is broad-
cast to all the PMs and they respond to the coordinator if they can accept the request
based on a Bernoulli trial. EcoCloud is a static threshold based algorithm in that it
determines two static low and high threshold values. It considers both the CPU and
RAM utilizations and when resources utilization of a PM fall below the low threshold
value, that PM requires to migrate its VMs to move to sleep mode and when the ag-
gregation of resources utilization exceed the high threshold value, the PM requires to
migrate some of its VMs to reduce the probability of SLA violation. EcoCloud enables
load balancing decisions to be taken based on local information. Although migration
decisions are made based on local information, it still relies on a central manager for
the coordination of PMs and hence is not scalable. Compared to our algorithm, GLAP,
EcoCloud is not scalable and since it is a threshold-based algorithm, it is not able to
handle trade off between energy efficiency and SLA violation efficiently.
Yazir et al. [21] propose a two steps distributed resource management algorithm in
cloud. In the first step, they employed a distributed architecture in order to decompose
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resource management into independent tasks, each of which is performed by indepen-
dent PM in a data center. In the second step, the independent PM carries out configura-
tions in parallel through Multiple Criteria Decision Analysis using the PROMETHEE
method. By doing this, the algorithm distributes migration decisions to each PM, but
PMs should have global knowledge of all PMs as well as require a performance model
of the application, and do not consider SLA performance. Authors in [18] propose a
fully decentralized algorithm based on unstructured P2P overlay networks. The system
employs a dynamic topology which is built by periodically and randomly exchanging
neighborhood information among the PMs. In addition, it considers cost of migration
but unlike our work it does not take into account load of VMs and does not ensure SLA
well.
Bloglazov et al. [11] used a power-aware best fit decreasing algorithm for initial
VM placements and upper lower threshold based consolidation algorithm to migrate
VMs if violation of resource utilization occurs. They compared several methods for
capturing dynamic workload of VMs to determine an appropriate upper threshold such
as Median Absolute Deviation (MAD), Inter-quartile Range (IQR), and Robust Local
Regression. However, it only consider CPU as resource and the most important it is a
centralized approach. Secron [17] is a centralized and static threshold based algorithm
to prevent CPUs host from reaching 100% utilization that leads to performance degra-
dation. However, setting static thresholds are not efficient in which different types of
applications may run on a host. Farahnakian et al. [16] used reinforcement technique
for dynamic VM consolidation. However, they do not consider utilization dynamism
of each VM but instead they look at the arrival and departure rate of VMs to make
migration decisions. In addition it is a centralized approach and thus is not scalable.
The same authors in [19] propose a utilization prediction aware algorithm for dynamic
consolidation of VMs using K-nearest neighbor regression based model. However, it
is centralized and needs a global manager to have knowledge of resources utilization
of all VMs during time and hence is not scalable. Dougherty et al. [95], proposed a
model driven approach for optimizing the configuration, energy consumption, and op-
erating cost of cloud infrastructures. The algorithm achieves energy efficiency by using
a shared queue containing booted and configured VM instances that can be rapidly pro-
visioned.
There are a number of network-aware workload consolidation algorithms [96, 97, 98,
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99]. The authors in [96] proposed a centralized and threshold-free dynamic virtual
machine consolidation approach in order to minimizes active PMs as well as active
switches. In fact, the algorithm aims to reduce the energy consumption that network
switches impose. However, one problem of this algorithm is that it only considers CPU
as resource and is not a multi-resource DVMC algorithm. In [97], the authors proposed
a centralized network efficient DVMC algorithm. Like the previous algorithm, it only
considers CPU but unlike that it uses an adaptive threshold-based technique. [98] is
another network-aware DVMC algorithm. It is a centralized algorithm that only takes
into account CPU as resource and leverages an adaptive threshold-based algorithm.
However, the authors did not use and performance evaluation strategy.The work pro-
posed in [99] is another network-aware dynamic virtual machine consolidation algo-
rithm which is different from the previous works in the sense that it aims just to reduce
network traffic. It is a centralized and threshold-free algorithm. This algorithm only
considers network-bandwidth as resource and neglects other resources. Accordingly,
it cannot provide an efficient SLA of end users.
Chapter 3
Peacock: Probe Based Scheduling of
Jobs By Rotating Between Elastic
Queues
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3.1 Introduction
To run machine learning algorithms on petabytes of data with low latency, data analyt-
ics frameworks such as Apache Spark [71] increase the level of parallelism by breaking
jobs into a large number of short tasks operating on different partitions of data, hence
achieving latency in seconds or even milliseconds. Centralized techniques such as
Mesos [34] and Yarn [45] are able to schedule jobs optimally by having near-perfect
visibility of workers. However, with the growth of cluster sizes and workloads, the
scheduling time becomes too long to reach this optimality. To cope with this prob-
lem, probe-based distributed techniques [27, 28, 29] reduce the scheduling time by
tolerating a suboptimal result. The key idea is to gather information from a small ran-
dom sample of the cluster worker nodes. These solutions typically sample at least two
workers and place a probe into the queue of the least loaded worker. They are often
augmented with techniques such as re-sampling, work stealing, or queue reordering to
ameliorate the initial placement of probes.
However, the existing probe-based algorithms are not able to perform efficiently
under workload fluctuation and jobs heterogeneity. In particular, they cannot improve
scheduling decisions continuously and deterministically to mitigate the Head-of-Line
blocking, i.e., placing shorter tasks behind longer tasks in queues, efficiently. More-
over, the overall completion time of a job is equal to the finish time of its last task. Due
to the distributed and stateless nature of probe-based schedulers, the existing solutions
are not able to reduce the variance of tasks completion time of each job that are placed
on various workers to reduce job completion time. Moreover, the contiguous load bal-
ancing between workers taking into account job heterogeneity leads to the minimiza-
tion of occasionally appearing the idle workers which result in better jobs completion
time. The existing probe-based schedulers are lack of it due to the distributed nature
of such algorithms.
To cope with the aforementioned problems, in this paper we propose Peacock, a
new fully distributed probe-based scheduling framework. The main difference be-
tween Peacock and the existing probe-based schedulers is that Peacock replaces the
probe random sampling and the unbounded or fixed-length worker-end queues with
deterministic probe rotations and elastic queues, respectively. The rational behind this
design decision is to provide a wider visibility of workers to probes. This leads to bet-
ter scheduling decisions while preserving fast scheduling of jobs. Intuitively, in probe
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sampling approach, the scheduler submits two probes per task to two randomly sam-
pled workers and the worker with the least loaded queue is selected to place the probe.
However, in the probe rotation approach, the scheduler submits only one probe per task
to one randomly sampled worker and then the probe rotates between workers until it is
placed in a worker. This probe rotation approach finds an underloaded worker better
than probe sampling because probes traverse a higher number of workers.
Workers are organized into a ring and send probes to their neighbors at fixed in-
tervals. A probe rotation lets a loaded worker delegates the execution of a probe to its
successor on the ring. Elastic queues regulate the motion of probes between workers
and lets a worker dynamically adjust its queue size to balance load between workers.
By decreasing the queue size, workers are forced to move some of their probes and
by increasing the queue size they avoid unnecessary motion of probes. More inter-
estingly, between the time a probe is submitted to the scheduler until it runs on an
arbitrary worker, it moves between workers, stays in some workers and then continues
rotating until eventually it executes. Furthermore, Peacock is augmented with a probe
reordering to handle the Head-of-Line blocking effectively. The probes of one job are
annotated with an identical threshold time equals to the cluster average load at the time
of scheduling. This threshold determines a soft maximum waiting time for probes that
are scattered independently between workers to reduce the variance of job completion
time.
We evaluate Peacock through both simulation and distributed experiments. We use
traces from Google [26], Cloudera [57], and Yahoo! [58]. We compare Peacock against
Sparrow [27] and Eagle [28], two state-of-the-art probe-based schedulers. The results
show that Peacock outperforms Eagle and Sparrow in various cluster sizes and under
various loads. In addition, we evaluate the sensitivity of Peacock to probe rotations
and probe reordering.
3.2 Terminology
We refer to the scheduling time of a task as the period from the time the relevant job of
the task is submitted to the scheduler until the time a corresponding probe of the task
is placed on the queue of a worker. The rotation time of a task is the period from the
time the probe of a task is marked to be rotated until the time the probe is placed on
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Figure 3.1: Different scenarios workers handle probes.
the queue of the neighbor. Since probes may be rotated several times, the rotation time
is the sum of all rotations of the probe. The queue time is the total time the probe of
one task waits in queue of one or more worker nodes. The waiting time of a task is the
summation of scheduling, rotation, and queue times. We use the term execution time
to describe the time the task spends executing on worker. The task completion time is
the period a task is submitted to a scheduler until the time the task finishes. The job
completion time is the period from the time the job is submitted to the scheduler until
the time the last task of the job finishes. Accordingly, the job completion time is the
aggregation of waiting time and the latest task completion time among all its tasks.
3.3 The Peacock Scheduler
Peacock comprises a large number of workers and a few schedulers. Each worker
consists of two processes called the node monitor for running peacock and the executor
for running the application. Workers shape a ring overlay network in that each worker
connects to its successor and additionally stores descriptors to a few successors for
fault tolerance purpose. Each scheduler connects to all workers. Schedulers manage
the life-cycle of each job without exploiting expensive algorithms. Jobs are represented
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Figure 3.2: RPCs and timing associated with launching a Job. The top left figure is
when worker is idle and the probe is executed immediately. The bottom left figure is
When the worker is busy and the probe is queued for later execution. The top right
figure is when the worker is busy, the probe cannot be queued and is rotated to the
neighbor node. Finally, the bottom right figure is when the worker is busy and the
probe is queued but at later time its place is given to new incoming probe(s) and hence
is rotated to the neighbor worker.
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as a directed acyclic graph (DAG), with tasks as vertices and data flow between tasks
as edges. The DAG is divided into stages and Peacock considers each stage as a job
and hence a DAG consists of a number of dependent jobs. Similar to [29, 28, 35, 31],
Peacock needs to know the estimated task runtime of incoming jobs that is measured
by the methods explained in [55, 35]. Jobs can be scheduled by any of the schedulers,
however, all tasks of a job are scheduled by the same scheduler. When a scheduler
receives a job, it submits probe messages to a number of random workers equals to the
number of tasks. Each worker has a queue. As depicted in Figure 3.1, once a worker
has received the probe, one of several options is possible:
(a) If the worker is idle (1.1), it requests the corresponding task of the probe from the
scheduler (1.2) and the scheduler sends back the corresponding task data (source
code) (1.3) and then the worker executes the task (1.4).
(b) If the worker is executing a task and its queue consists of a number of waiting
probes like (2.1) and (3.1), the worker may enqueue the probe for the future
execution or rotation (2.2).
(c) The worker may either rotate the incoming probe instantly or enqueue the probe
and rotate other existing waiting probes (3.2).
Figure 3.2 represents sequence diagrams of different scenarios for remote procedure
calls (RPCs) and timing associated with launching a Job.
3.3.1 Probe Rotation
In this section, we answer three important design questions:
(i) How should probes move between workers?
(ii) When should each worker rotate probes?
(iii) Which probes should each worker choose to rotate?
3.3.1.1 Ring Overlay Network
A challenging design decision is how probes move between workers. The easiest so-
lution is that workers maintain a complete list of workers and send probe to a sampled
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worker. However, it undermines the scalability and burdens some workers while some
others might remain mostly idle. The efficient approach should be symmetric and bal-
ances load between workers, and maximize resource utilization. To this end, Peacock
exploits a ring overlay network as depicted in Figure 3.1. We discuss whether exploit-
ing a ring overlay network adversely impacts the scalability of Peacock. Peer-to-Peer
overlay networks are extensively used to implement routing and lookup services [56].
In this respect, applying a ring overlay network with 1 in-out degree (i.e., 1 for in-
degree and 1 for out-degree) in which lookup time grows linearly with the increment
of ring size hampers scalability. However, there is no routing or lookup service in Pea-
cock. It only rotates probes through a ring and typically probes are able to execute on
any arbitrary worker node. Schedulers submit probes to sampled workers and probes
are either rotated or stores at workers. Therefore, we can conclude that exploiting a
ring overlay network does not undermine the scalability of the algorithm.
3.3.1.2 The Significance of Elastic Queues
Workers should decide when and which probes to rotate. Each worker utilizes one
elastic queue, i.e., its size is adjusted dynamically. This elasticity is crucial for queues
because it enables workers to rotate probes between themselves in order to distribute
the probes uniformly. If queues are too short, the resources get under-utilized due to
the existence of idle resources between allocations. If the queues are too long, then the
load among workers gets imbalanced and job completion gets delayed. Determining a
static queue size might lead to an excessive number of probe rotations when the cluster
is heavily loaded and an inefficient reduction in the number of probe rotations when the
cluster is lightly loaded. Peacock bounds queues using a pair (<size, average load>)
which is called shared state. The size is calculated as the average number of current
probes on cluster. The average load is calculated as the average estimation execution
time of current probes on workers. This pair is adjusted dynamically to make queues
resilient.
3.3.1.3 Shared State
A Shared state is a pair of information that are queue size and the average load of
cluster (<queue size, average load>), and is changing from time to time since the
cluster has a dynamic workload. Workers require to get the most recent shared state.
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However, it is challenging to update the shared state of workers continuously in a de-
centralized manner. Peacock is designed in such a way that workers and schedulers are
not strictly required to have an identical shared state all the time and hence workers
may have different value of the shared state at times. Now, we describe how shared
state is calculated and through what ways workers can get the latest value of the shared
state. Each scheduler calculates the shared state continuously, based on the messages
it receives. These messages are sent when a scheduler receives a job arrival event, re-
ceives a task finish event or receives an update messages from the other schedulers. For
example, suppose the current aggregation load of cluster is 〈1500, 25000〉 (the number
of probes, aggregation load) and a task finished event is received for a task with 20s es-
timated execution time. The scheduler updates the aggregation value to 〈1499, 24980〉
and sends asynchronously the message 〈- , 1 , 20〉 to the other schedulers. Upon re-
ceiving this message, the other schedulers update their aggregation value. Similarly,
receiving a new job with 10 tasks and 15s estimated execution time changes the ag-
gregation value to 〈1510, 25150〉, with update message 〈+ , 10 , 150〉 to the other
schedulers. As an alternative solution, schedulers can manage the shared state through
coordination services such as ZooKeeper. It eliminates direct communication between
schedulers. Each scheduler calculates the value of the shared state through dividing
aggregation value by the number of workers. Peacock does not impose extra messages
to update the shared state of workers. The latest shared state is piggybacked by mes-
sages that workers and schedulers exchange for scheduling purposes. Figure 3.1 shows
workers get shared state through three ways.
(i) When schedulers submit a probe message to workers
(ii) When schedulers send task data as a response of getting task by worker
(iii) When workers rotate probes to their neighbors.
3.3.1.4 Rotation Intervals
In the ring topology, workers rotate probes to their successor. Peacock rotates probes
periodically in rounds. Once a probe has been selected for rotation, it is marked for
rotation until the next round. In the next round, workers send all the marked probes
in one message to their neighbors. Such design reduces the number of messages that
workers exchange. Most jobs consist of a large number of probes and it is common
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that in each round more than one probe of the same job are marked by the same worker
to rotate. Peacock leverages this observation to remove the redundant information
of such a subset of probes to reduce the size of messages. To reduce the number of
messages, workers send rotation messages to their neighbors only if either there is/are
probe(s) marked for rotation or when the shared state is updated from the last round.
Interval between rounds is configurable from milliseconds to few seconds and it does
not impact the job completion time since one probe is marked for rotation so that it
does not wait in a long queue, otherwise it means that there is no reason for rotation of
that probe.
3.3.2 Probes Reordering
It is crucial to reduce the variance of probe queuing time of one job since job comple-
tion time is affected by the last executed task of the job. It is also challenging since
the probes of a job are distributed on different workers. However, the addition of the
probes to queues in FIFO order (i.e., in the order in which they arrive) does not decrease
the queuing time variance in the presence of heterogeneous jobs and workloads. Probe
reordering is a solution to this problem [35, 28]. Reordering algorithms should be
starvation-free, i.e., no probe should starve due to the existence of a infinite sequence
of probes with higher priority. To this end, we propose a novel probe reordering algo-
rithm. The algorithm performs collaboratively along with the probe rotation algorithm
to mitigate the Head-of-Line blocking. Since probes rotate between workers, the algo-
rithm cannot rely on the FIFO ordering of queues. Assume a scheduler submits probe
p1 to worker n1 at time t1 and probe p2 to worker n2 at time t2. Then, n1 rotates p1 and
reaches n2 at time t3. The problem is that p1 is placed after p2 in the queue of n2 while
it has been scheduled earlier. To overcome this problem, schedulers label job arrival
times on probe messages so that workers place incoming probes into queues w.r.t the
job arrival time. Then, schedulers attach task runtime estimation to probe messages.
Once a worker has received a probe, it orders probes by giving priority to the probe
with the shortest estimated runtime. While it reduces the Head-of-Line blocking, it
may lead to starvation of long probes. To cope with this problem, schedulers attach a
threshold value to all the probes of a job at arrival time. The value is the sum of the
current time and the average execution time extracted from the current shared state.
For example, if one job arrives at t1 and the shared state value is 10s, the threshold
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will be t1 + 10 for all probes of that job. This threshold acts as a soft upper-bound to
reduce tail latency and hence to reduce job completion time. It is starvation-free since
probes do not allow other probes to bypass them after exceeding the threshold time
and hence they eventually move to the head of queue and execute on worker.
We now present the algorithm. Workers receive a probe either because their pre-
decessor rotates it along the ring or because the probe is submitted by a scheduler.
Algorithm 1 depicts the procedure of enqueuing a probe and Table 3.1 explains the
associated notations. Peacock maintains a sorted queue of waiting probes. Once a
new probe has arrived, it is treated with the lowest priority among all waiting probes
(Line 2) and tries to improve its place in the queue by passing other probes. It starts
comparing its arrival time with the lowest existing probe (Line 4). If the new probe has
been scheduled later than the existing probe, bypassing is not allowed unless it reduces
head-of-line blocking without leading to starvation of the comparing probe. Bypass-
ing the new probe can mitigate the Head-of-Line blocking if the execution time of the
new probe is less than for the existing probe. Such bypassing should not lead to the
starvation of the passed probe that is checked through threshold. If the threshold of the
existing probe has not exceeded in advance or will not exceed due to bypassing, then
the new probe can bypass the existing probe. Otherwise, it is either simply enqueued
or rotated to the neighbor worker on the ring (Lines 4-10). If the new probe has been
scheduled earlier, the existing probe has less execution time and the new probe does
not exceed the threshold, then the new probe cannot bypass (Lines 11-16). Finally, the
new probe waits in the queue if it does not violate starvation conditions, otherwise it
is marked to be rotated in the next coming round (Lines 25-31). Once the process of
enqueuing the probe has finished, peacock checks the shared state of the worker and
may rotate one or more probes if needed (Lines 21-23).
3.3.2.1 Example
Figure 4.1 illustrates how a worker handles the queue when it receives probes. The
corresponding notations are explained in Table 3.1. For the sake of simplicity, the
impact of running tasks is ignored. The left-most queue shows the status of the worker
at time 8, at which a new probe arrives {(7,5,42),(6,30)}. The triple represents the
probe and the pair shows shared state. The incoming probe bypasses the last three
waiting probes. Since it has more execution time and has been scheduled later than
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Table 3.1: List of notations
Symbol Description Symbol Description
φ Queue Size ω Max threshold
waiting probes
τ Current time µ Max threshold
waiting time for p
λ Job arrival time θ runtime estima-
tion of probe
p
α Total runtime of
waiting probes
β Arrival time
probe p
γ Waiting time esti-
mation probe p
δ Relict runtime of
running task
Figure 3.3: How a worker handles incoming probe(s).
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Algorithm 1 Enqueue Probe submitted by scheduler or rotated by predecessor
1: procedure ENQUEUEPROBE(p)
2: γp← δ + α
3: for q in reversed waitingProbes do
4: if λp ≥ λq then
5: if θp ≤ θq AND λq + µq + θp ≤ τ then
6: γp = γp - θq
7: else
8: PLACEORROTATE(p) ; decided = true ; break;
9: end if
10: else
11: if θq ≤ θp AND τ + γp ≤ λp + µp then
12: PLACEORROTATE(p) ; decided = true ; break;
13: else
14: γp = γp - θq
15: end if
16: end if
17: end for
18: if Not decided then
19: waitingProbes.add(P , 0) ; α = α + θp
20: end if
21: while waitingProbes.size() ≥ φ OR α ≥ ω do
22: q = waitingProbes.removeLast() ;α = α - θq ; rotatingProbes.add(q)
23: end while
24: end procedure
25: procedure PLACEORROTATE(p)
26: if τ + γp ≤ λp + µp OR λp + µp ≤ τ then
27: waitingProbes.add(P) ; α = α + θp
28: else
29: rotatingProbes.add(p)
30: end if
31: end procedure
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the fourth probe (3,4,41), it cannot bypass more. The addition of new probe causes
the overall waiting time to exceed threshold 30 and hence probe (6,8,42) gets deleted
from the queue and marked for rotation. At time 9 the probe {(9,5,42),(6,30)} arrives
and bypass the last waiting probe. Since threshold probe (5,6,20) is violated, it cannot
bypass the probe even though it has less execution time. The addition of the probe
does not violate shared state and hence no probe is marked for rotation. At time 10
the probe {(2,6,40),(6,30)} reaches and bypasses the last waiting probe. Since it has
more execution time from probe (9,5,42) and stopping at this point does not violate its
threshold, it does not bypass the probe even though it has been scheduled earlier. At
time 11 probe {(10,4,20),(6,31)} arrives. The probe (10,4,20) has less execution time
and has been scheduled later than the probe (2, 6, 40). Since bypassing does not cause
the violation of the waiting probe threshold, it bypasses the last waiting probe. For the
same reason, it bypasses the probe (9,5,42) as well. Although it is expected to bypass
the probe (5,6,20), it stops since it violates the threshold (5,6,20). More precisely, the
probe (5,6,20) is expected to start execution at time 5 + 20 = 25 but bypassing causes
it to start at time 11 + 3 + 4 + 7 + 4 = 29 and hence it does not allow bypassing the
probe (10,4,20). Moreover, probe (2,6,40) is marked for rotation since the addition of
new probe violates queue size threshold.
3.4 Theoretical Analysis
We assume zero network and rotation delay, an infinitely large number of workers such
that each worker runs one task at a time. Our experimental evaluation shows results
in the absence of these assumptions. The first two theorems analyze probe rotation
technique as global mechanism to mitigate Head-of-Line blocking. We examine the
probability of placing all probes of a job on idle workers, or equivalently, providing
zero wait time. Let r, y, and p denote the number of successful and unsuccessful probe
rotations and the load of cluster respectively.
Theorem 1 Probe rotation technique can place probes of a job with zero waiting time
with probability Pr[Yr > y] =
∑∞
j=y+1
(
j+r−1
j
)
pr(1− p)j
Proof 1 Given the above mentioned assumptions, we model probe rotation as a se-
quence of independent Bernoulli trials. We want to count the number y of unsuccessful
rotations that lead to r placements in which r is the probe count (number of tasks) of
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a job.
Thus, the probability function of Yr is:
Pr[Yr = y] =
(
y + r − 1
y
)
pr(1− p)y.
(3.1)
and then we have:
Pr[Yr > y] =
∞∑
j=y+1
Pr(Yr = j), y = r, r + 1, r + 2, ...
=
∞∑
j=y+1
(
j + r − 1
j
)
pr(1− p)j.
(3.2)
Fact 1 (Maclaurin series) f(x) = f(0) +
f ′(0)
1!
x+
f ′′(0)
2!
x2 +
f (3)(0)
3!
x3 + · · ·
Theorem 2 Probe rotation technique unlike probe sampling is deterministic. Pr[Yr >
y] = 1
Proof 2 If there is at least r idle workers, we need to show that probe rotation tech-
nique eventually places all the probes with zero waiting time. In other words, in (2) all
the probabilities sum to one.
We derive the following:(
y + r − 1
y
)
=
(y + r − 1)(y + r − 2)...(r + 1)r
y!
,
= (−1)y (−r)(−r − 1)...(−r − (y − 1))
y!
,
= (−1)y
(−r
y
)
.
(3.3)
let f(x) = (1− x)−r, by Maclaurin series expansion we obtain
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(1− x)−r = 1 + rx+ (r + 1)r
2!
x2 +
(r + 2)(r + 1)r
3!
x3
+ · · ·+ (r + y − 1) · · · (r + 1)r
y!
xy + · · · ,
= 1 + (−1)1(−r)x+ (−1)2 (−r)(−r − 1)
2!
x2
+ (−1)3 (−r)(−r − 1)(−r − 2)
3!
x3 + · · · ,
+ (−1)y (−r)(−r − 1) · · · (−r − y + 1)
y!
xy + · · · ,
= (−1)0
(−r
0
)
x0 + (−1)1
(−r
1
)
x1+
(−1)2
(−r
2
)
x2 + · · ·+ (−1)y
(−r
y
)
xy + · · · ,
=
∞∑
y=0
(−1)y
(−r
y
)
xy.
(3.4)
Let q = 1− p, by replacing the expression of Eq. 3 and then Eq. 4, we obtain
∞∑
y=0
(
y + r − 1
y
)
pr qy = pr
∞∑
y=0
(−1)y
(−r
y
)
qy
= pr (1− q)−r
= prp−r
= 1
(3.5)
We also demonstrate that probe reordering algorithm as local mechanism to mitigate
Head-of-Line blocking is starvation-free.
Theorem 3 Workload-aware probe reordering algorithm is starvation-free.
Proof 3 Each probe is annotated with a threshold value which equals the expected
waiting time of that probe in the queue of any worker at the scheduling time. Probes
might be executed before that time. Otherwise, by line 26 in Algorithm 1, we see that
such probe not marked for rotation and remain in the current worker until execution.
By lines 5 and 11, such probes do not allow bypassing any other probe to eventually
comes to the head of the queue. Thus, even if we assume that the number of shorter
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probes scheduled after the probe p are infinite, eventually at some point probe p does
not allow bypassing since it exceeds threshold.
3.5 Fault Tolerance Mechanism
We explain how Peacock handles the failure of workers and schedulers.
3.5.1 Maintaining ring when a worker crashes
Ring topology needs to be adapted upon worker failure. Inspired by the Chord al-
gorithm [56] to handle the dynamism among joining and leaving nodes, Peacock’s
workers maintain a list of k successor workers to be able to tolerate k consecutive fail-
ures. Once a worker has crashed, the predecessor node of the failed worker directly
connects to its successor node to stabilize the ring.
3.5.2 Recovering probes that are being executed or stored in the
queue of the crashed worker
As the scheduler may loose track of the worker at which a probe has been rotated, this
probe risks to never get executed after its worker failure. To solve this problem, Pea-
cock exploits a maximum waiting time threshold µ assigned to each job. The scheduler
waits for µ+ θ+ t times for the job to be completed. The parameter t is the extra time
the scheduler waits after the threshold has passed to ensure that a failure happened very
likely. θ is the runtime estimation of the probe. If it is not complete within this time
bound, the scheduler resubmits the probe that has not been notified yet. The value of µ
for new job submission is set to the current time to give the highest priority. However,
such uncertain decision making may occasionally result in the existence of more than
one probe per task. Thanks to the architecture of Peacock, as all probes of a job are
handled by one scheduler, a Noop message is sent to the worker as response to the
request of getting task for any redundant probe. The shared state is treated like normal
jobs. The exceptional case is for tasks that are being executed when worker crashes.
As scheduler knows in which worker and when the task is started, it waits for a time
(estimation time + start time + delay) to get the task finish event after which it responds
Noop for possible similar probes. If it does not receive the finish event, it checks the
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availability of the worker directly and may resubmit the missed probe. Hence, Peacock
ensures exactly once semantic in the presence of workers failure. It provides a more
precise fault-tolerance mechanism than Sparrow in which tasks need to tolerate at least
once semantic of scheduler.
3.5.3 Handling scheduler failure
The frontends maintain a list of schedulers and randomly choose one of the schedulers
to submit jobs. Schedulers operate independently so that the failure of one scheduler
does not disrupt the operation of other schedulers. Since the number of scheduler nodes
are limited, and each scheduler preserves information of its own ongoing scheduled
jobs (such as tasks data, etc.), an appropriate approach is to manage schedulers failures
by replication (e.g., factor 2).
Table 3.2: Workloads general properties
Workloads Jobs Count Tasks Count Avg Task Duration
Google 504882 17800843 68
Yahoo 24262 992597 118
Cloudera 21030 5760714 162
3.6 Evaluation Methodology
Comparison We compare Peacock against Sparrow [27] and Eagle [28], two state-of-
the-art probe-based schedulers that use probe sampling. We evaluate the sensitivity of
Peacock to probe rotation and probe reordering. We use both simulation for large scale
clusters with 10k, 15k, and 20k workers and real implementation for 100 workers and
10 schedulers.
Environment We implemented an event-driven simulator and the three algorithms
within it to fairly compare them for large scale cluster sizes. Also, we implemented
Peacock as an independent component using Java and a plug-in for Spark [25] written
in Scala. We used Sparrow and Eagle source codes for the distributed experiments.
Workloads We utilize workload traces of Google [26, 52], Cloudera [57] and Ya-
hoo! [58]. Invalid jobs and tasks are removed from the Google trace and Table 3.2
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gives the specification of the pruned traces. To generate various average cluster work-
loads, the job arrival time follows as Poisson process with a mean job inter-arrival time
that is calculated based on expected average workload percentage, mean jobs execu-
tion time, and mean number of tasks per job. Since jobs are heterogeneous, workload
becomes heterogeneous during the run with expected average percentage, too. We con-
sider 20%, 50%, and 80% as light cluster workloads and 100%, 200%, and 300% as
heavy cluster workloads. For distributed experiments, to keep it traceable, we sample
(a) Google-Heavy (b) Cloudera-Heavy
(c) Yahoo-Heavy (d) Google-Light
(e) Cloudera-Light (f) Yahoo-Light
Figure 3.4: Average Job Completion times for heavy and light load scenarios.
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3200 jobs of Google trace and convert task durations from seconds to milliseconds.
We implemented a Spark job called sleep task. The current thread sleeps for a duration
equals to the task duration to simulate the execution time that each task needs.
Parameters The estimated task runtime for a job is the average of its task durations.
Each worker runs one task at a time which is analogous to having multi-slot workers,
each served by a separate queue. The results are the average of runs. Error bars are ig-
nored due to stable results of different runs. We set rotation interval to 1 s and network
delay to 5 ms for simulation experiments. Eagle relies on several static parameters. For
a fair comparison, we use the values used in the paper [28] even though any algorithm
that relies on static values might be misleading under dynamic workloads.
Performance Metrics We measure the average job completion times, cumulative dis-
tribution function of job completion times, and the fraction of jobs that each algorithm
completes in shorter time to appraise how efficiently Peacock mitigates Head-of-Line
blocking.
3.7 Experiments Results
3.7.1 Comparing Peacock Against Sparrow
Figure 3.4 shows that Peacock achieves better average job completion times than Spar-
row in all traces, loads and cluster sizes. Peacock outperforms in all loads in both
traces but in heavy loads, such preference is more significant. The reason is that Head-
of-Line blocking is reduced locally in each worker by reordering technique and collab-
oratively between workers by balancing the distribution of probes through both probes
rotation and reordering. Under light loads, the improvement is mostly due to probes
rotation and rarely due to the reordering. Furthermore, Sparrow only utilizes batch
sampling and does not provide any technique to handle workload heterogeneity. Fig-
ure 3.6 shows that Peacock, unlike Sparrow, is job-aware in the sense that it reduces
the variance of tasks completion times for each job. Beside probe rotation and re-
ordering, the way that Peacock assigns threshold value for jobs is effective. Figure 3.5
shows that Peacock significantly outperforms Sparrow when comparing jobs individ-
ually. Under the 20% load, Sparrow shows better percentage than other loads because
two samplings in Sparrow get empty slots faster than one sampling of Peacock even
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though probe rotation causes Peacock to outperform Sparrow under all loads. To pro-
vide further detail, Figure 3.4 shows that Peacock executes jobs in average between
13% to 77% faster than Sparrow in all settings. Figure 3.6(b) shows under the 50%
load that Sparrow only completes 2.2% jobs in less than 100 seconds while Peacock
completes 21.6% jobs within the same time. In Figure 3.6(a) and under load 300%
Sparrow executes 0.3% jobs in less than 100 seconds while it is 31.8% for Peacock.
Since the Yahoo! trace has longer task durations, we check for 1000 seconds where
for 50% load (fig 3.6(d)), the percentages are in order 5% and 23.5% for Sparrow and
Peacock. Figure 3.5 shows Peacock executes between 66% to 91% of jobs faster than
Sparrow.
(a) Yahoo-Light (b) Yahoo-Heavy
(c) Google-Light (d) Google-Heavy
(e) Cloudera-Light (f) Cloudera-Heavy
Figure 3.5: Fraction of jobs with shorter completion time.
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(a) Google-300% (b) Google-50%
(c) Yahoo-300% (d) Yahoo-50%
(e) Cloudera-300% (f) Cloudera-50%
Figure 3.6: Cumulative distribution function of Jobs completion times.10000 workers.
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(a) Average job completion times
(Peacock vs without rotating)
(b) Fraction jobs with better comple-
tion time(Peacock vs without rotat-
ing)
(c) Percentiles completion times
(Peacock vs without rotating)
(d) Average job completion times
(Peacock vs without reordering)
(e) Fraction jobs with better comple-
tion time(Peacock vs without reorder-
ing)
(f) Percentiles completion times
(Peacock vs without reordering)
Figure 3.7: Peacock compared to without either probes rotation or probes reordering
through Google trace over 10000 nodes.
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3.7.2 Comparing Peacock Against Eagle
Eagle is a hybrid probe-based sampling scheduler which augments Sparrow by bor-
rowing batch sampling and late binding techniques. Eagle divides jobs statically into
two categories of long and short jobs. A centralized node schedules long jobs and a
set of independent schedulers using batch sampling schedule short jobs. The cluster
is divided into two partitions, the smaller one is dedicated to short jobs and the bigger
one is shared for all jobs. Eagle mitigates Head-of-Line blocking using re-sampling
technique and a static threshold-based queue reordering.
Figure 3.4 shows that Peacock outperforms Eagle in average jobs completion times
in all traces and loads. Peacock completes execution of jobs in average 16% to 73% in
Google, 32% to 83% in Yahoo!, and 65% to 78% in Cloudera faster than Eagle. Eagle
unlike Peacock, relies on several static configuration values, which is misleading (e.g.,
for reordering threshold, segregation of long-short jobs, the number of retries for re-
sampling of each probe, etc). However, three workloads have different properties and
differ in terms of average task durations and average number of tasks in each job. Eagle
is not practical and cannot execute efficiently various types of workloads as its static
parameters are not workload aware. For example, Cloudera has a relatively larger
number of tasks per job with longer average task runtime and in contrast, Google
has a lower number of tasks per job with a shorter average task runtime. In light
load we observe an amazing result for 20% load with 78% improvement for Peacock
while it is much less improvement for Google. However, by playing with several static
parameters in Eagle, we may get a bit better result for Cloudera but worse outcome for
Google. Actually, workload-aware reordering together with probe rotation technique
causes Peacock to outperform Eagle. More importantly, Peacock does not depend on
any static parameter and intrinsically is workload-aware, which makes it practical. In
heavy load scenarios, we also see that Peacock outperforms Eagle in all traces. In
such scenarios, due to long-length queues, the probe reordering works efficiently and
probes are able to rotate to continuously find a better worker. In contrast, Eagle may
put a large number of short tasks in the queues of only a few workers in small dedicated
partitions.
Figure 3.5(c)(d) shows that Peacock executes between 54% to 82% of jobs faster
than Eagle in Google trace. Interestingly, in Google, we see that for 20% load, a
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percentage of jobs have identical completion time in both Eagle and Peacock. Fig-
ure 3.5(a)(b) shows the result for Yahoo!, where Peacock executes 54% to 70% of jobs
quicker than Eagle for all loads. Figure 3.6 shows, in Google, Peacock obviously exe-
cutes a high percentage of jobs with lower latency than Eagle. In Yahoo!, while Eagle
can run a small portion of jobs faster, Peacock shows an overall better performance
because of its continuous probe rotation. We observe that Eagle can execute 16% jobs
under 200 seconds while Peacock executes 11% of jobs at the same time. However,
after that Peacock notably completes high percentage of jobs quicker than Eagle.
(a) Average Job completion time (b) Fraction jobs with better comple-
tion time
(c) Percentiles Job completion time
Figure 3.8: Effect of inaccurate job runtime estimate. Peacock with inaccurate estimate
compared to Sparrow for heavy and light loads of Google trace over 10000 nodes.
3.7.3 Sensitivity to Probe Rotation
We analyze the effectiveness of probe rotation on the performance of Peacock. Fig-
ure 3.7(a)(b)(c) indicates that the high performance of Peacock originates from the
probe rotation technique on all loads. From Figure 3.7(a), we see the average job com-
pletion time negatively increases between 70% to 95% in all loads in comparison with
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complete Peacock version because the probe rotation mitigates Head-of-Line blocking.
Specifically, in light loads, probe rotation balances load between workers, which in-
creases the cluster utilization and greatly reduces the formation of long-length queues.
In heavy loads, due to the existence of long-length queues, Besides balancing the load
between workers through probe reordering, Peacock utilizes probe rotation to mitigate
Head-of-Line blocking. Figure 3.7(b) demonstrates that Peacock executes more frac-
tion of jobs in less time than when it executes without probe rotation component. The
highest difference is 78% for 200% load and the lowest is 47% for 50% load. Fig-
ure 3.7(c) shows that 70% and 90% percentiles in the high loads perform better than
the same percentiles for the light loads. It indicates that in high loads probes reordering
and probe rotation collaboratively mitigates Head-of-Line blocking while in light loads
the performance of probes rotation is crucial as there is no long-length queues to apply
probes reordering.
3.7.4 Sensitivity to Probe Reordering
Probe reordering is more influential when the cluster is under high load since work-
ers have long-length queues when they are under high load. This is due to the novel
starvation-free reordering algorithm that allows jobs to bypass longer jobs. The result
in Figure 3.7(d) confirms this as the average job completion time for Peacock with-
out its reordering component is close to the original Peacock for 20% load while by
increasing load, we observe an increasing difference in average job completion time
(The biggest difference is 81% for loads 200% and 300%). Figure 3.7(e) demonstrates
that Peacock executes more fraction of jobs in less time than when it executes with-
out probe reordering component. The largest difference is 74% for 200% load and
the smallest is 6% for 50% load. From Figure 3.7(f) we can conclude that reorder-
ing causes most of jobs to be executed faster. It shows an improvement 90% in 70%
percentile for loads 100%, 200%, and 300% while load 50% with 76% and 74% im-
provement has the best percentiles in 90% and 99%. As expected there is no significant
difference for load 20% as there is no waiting probes in queues most of the time. It
is obvious that the elimination of this component significantly increases the chance of
happening Head-of-Line blocking.
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3.7.5 Sensitivity to Imprecise Runtime Estimate
We evaluate the impact of mis-estimation of tasks on the performance of Peacock. To
this end, we vary runtime estimation of each task by multiplying real runtime estima-
tion to a uniformly random value in range [0 , 2] to create arbitrary both over-estimation
and under-estimation times. This estimation times are used by scheduler, however, the
actual task execution times remain unchanged. We only compare the results against
Sparrow since Eagle also relies on task estimation times. Figure 3.8 shows that Pea-
cock still outperforms Sparrow in spite of mis estimation of tasks length. For average
job completion time (Figure 3.8(a)), load 20% with 30% improvement and load 300%
with 68% enhancement are the lowest and the highest, respectively. Figure 3.8(b) re-
veals that in load 20% Peacock executes the largest number of jobs faster compared to
Sparrow while the lowest is for load 50% with 14%. According to figure 3.8(c), Pea-
cock with mis-estimation outperforms mostly Sparrow in 70% and 90% percentiles
while in 99% percentile Sparrow shows an equal or better job completion time. Over-
all, the results confirm that Peacock is sufficiently robust to mis-estimation.
3.7.6 The Impact of Cluster Sizes and Loads on the Number of
Probe Rotations
We investigate the average number of probe rotations per task for Google trace. We
observe that by increasing the cluster size, the number of rotations decreases. For
example, for 80% load, the number of rotations for 10K, 15K, and 20K nodes are 901,
656, and 513, respectively. Also, for higher loads, at 300%, the number of rotations are
1791, 1140, and 692 for 10K, 15K, and 20K, respectively. The larger the cluster size,
the lower the number of redundant rotations. It indicates that probe rotation does not
hurt the scalability and hence Peacock can be deployed on large scale clusters. Also,
by increasing the load, there is a reduction in the number of rotations for all 3 cluster
sizes. A heavier load leads to a higher number of rotations. For 10K the number of
rotations are 17, 299, 689, 901, 1523, and 1791 for 20%, 50%, 80%, 100%, 200% and
300% loads, respectively.
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Figure 3.9: Google trace. Avg number of rotations per task
3.7.7 Distributed Experiments Results
We implemented Peacock as an independent component using Java and a plug-in for
Spark [25] written in Scala. We ran experiments on 110 nodes consisting of 100 work-
ers and 10 schedulers. We implemented a Spark job called sleep task. The current
thread sleeps for a duration equals to task duration to simulate the execution time that
each task needs. The method for varying the load is the same as the simulation exper-
iments described in section 3.6. We run real implementations of Sparrow and Eagle
with the same specifications to compare Peacock against them. In real cluster execu-
tions, algorithms are compared by adding various sources of cost that are not counted
in simulation, including multi-threading efficiency, transport protocol overhead, local
computing cost, network instability, and etc.
Figure 3.10(a) presents the average job completion time under both light and heavy
loads. The result shows that Peacock significantly outperforms both the algorithms
in all loads. Peacock outperforms Sparrow at most 80% improvements in 80% load
and at least 69% improvement in 20% load scenarios. Moreover, compared to Eagle,
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(a) Average Job completion time
(b) Fraction Jobs with shorter completion time
Figure 3.10: Distributed experiments for 3200 samples of Google trace for heavy and
light workloads.
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the maximum improvement reaches 81% when the load is 50% and the minimum im-
provement is 57% for the load 300%. Figure 3.10(b) shows the fraction of jobs that
each algorithm runs in shorter time. Again we can see that Peacock runs much more
percentage of jobs faster than both Sparrow and Eagle.
Figure 3.11: Average job completion time for Google trace. Peacock versus 5 and 10
failures at second 20
3.7.8 The Impact of Workers Failure on The Average Job Comple-
tion Time
In this experiment, we evaluate how much the failure of workers at the specific time
affects the average job completion time. We ran these experiments on a cluster of 110
nodes including 100 workers and 10 schedulers for all heavy and light load scenarios.
After 20 seconds, in two different configurations, we terminated manually 5 and 10
worker nodes out of 100 so that we can investigate how much it adversely impacts
the average job completion time. More importantly, we could observe that the fault
tolerance mechanism operates correctly and all involved probes at failed workers are
rescheduled and executed completely. We verify at the end of the execution that all the
jobs have been executed and we did not see any missed jobs. It proves that our fault
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tolerance mechanism is able to detect missed probes automatically and in a probabilis-
tic way and to reschedule them safely and correctly.
According to Figure 3.11, we can observe that by increasing the load the job com-
pletion time difference between failure and no failure execution rises and hence there
are more number of missed probes recovered through the fault-tolerance mechanism.
From figure 3.11 we can see that at load 20%, the job completion time increases 3%
to 8% for 5 and 10 failures respectively. This difference increases for all loads and
reaches to highest for load 300%, which is 71% to 87% for 5 and 10 workers fail-
ure respectively. Obviously, the reason for such difference is the formation of longer
queues at workers due to the reduction of available resources in the cluster.
3.8 Conclusion
Today’s data analytics frameworks divide jobs into many parallel tasks such that each
task operates on a small partition of data in order to execute jobs with low latency. Such
frameworks often rely on probe-based distributed schedulers to tackle the challenge of
reducing the associated overhead. Unfortunately, the existing solutions do not perform
efficiently under workload fluctuations and heterogeneous job durations. This is due
to a problem called Head-of-Line blocking, i.e., short tasks are enqueued at workers
behind longer tasks. To overcome this problem, we proposed Peacock, a new fully
distributed probe-based scheduling method. Unlike the existing methods, Peacock
introduces a novel probe rotation technique. Workers form a ring overlay network and
rotate probes using elastic queues of workers. It is augmented by a novel starvation-
free probe reordering algorithm executed by workers. We evaluated Peacock against
two existing state-of-the-art distributed and hybrid probe based solutions through a
trace driven simulation of up to 20,000 workers and a distributed experiment of 100
workers in Apache Spark under Google, Cloudera, and Yahoo! traces. Our large-
scale performance results indicated that Peacock outperforms the state-of-the-art in all
cluster sizes and loads. Our distributed experiments confirmed our simulation results.
Chapter 4
GLAP: Distributed Dynamic
Workload Consolidation through
Gossip-based Learning
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4.1 Introduction
Dynamic virtual machine consolidation (DVMC) using live migration is one of the
most promising solutions to reduce energy consumption in cloud data centers. It is
the process of reducing the number of active physical machines (PMs) through vir-
tual machine (VM) live migration to diminish energy consumption and improve re-
source utilization in data centers. Most of the solutions perform on the basis of initial
resource requirements defined by VM types. However, VMs often utilize resources
much less than their initial allocation. To maximize resource utilization efficiently,
cloud providers tend to consolidate VMs based on resource demand. It may adversely
impact the SLA because resource utilization of each VM on a PM varies over time
[17] and thus PMs can become overloaded and SLA be violated, i.e., the aggregate re-
source demand from their VMs exceeds their capacity. It causes more VM migrations
that in turn deteriorates SLA. To mitigate this deterioration, static and adaptive utiliza-
tion threshold techniques were proposed [19, 14, 11]. In static techniques, each PM
accepts migrating VMs until resource utilization reaches a threshold. However, this
technique only considers the current state of VMs and neglects the varying demand of
VMs. In adaptive algorithms, a historical trace of VMs resource utilization is moni-
tored by a central PM to calculate a fixed threshold value to be used by all PMs. Yet,
this approach is inefficient because the VMs workload patterns of PMs are different
from one another and thus each PM requires a dedicated threshold value.
Fully distributed DVMC algorithms [9, 10, 12, 18, 21, 24] overcome the deficien-
cies of centralized [11, 16, 17] or hierarchical [22, 23] approaches. By having PMs
making consolidation decisions based on a small part of the data center, they do not
suffer from scalability and/or packing efficiency with the increasing number of PMs
and VMs [18]. Unfortunately, none of the distributed DVMC solutions adapt to the
varying load of VMs. To illustrate the problem, consider Figure 4.1 that depicts a data
center with 4 PMs and 8 VMs and the relationships between PMs. In distributed so-
lutions, PMs accept VMs up to a threshold, say 80%. At round t, PM4 communicates
with PM1 and migrates VM7 and VM8 and switch off before the overlay network gets
reconfigured. Similarly, PM3 migrates its VMs to PM2 and switches off. At round
t + 1, the demand of VM2 and VM7 increases and PM1 becomes overloaded. How-
ever, PM1 cannot migrate any VM and remains in an overloaded state since its only
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Figure 4.1: Previous distributed solutions could not cope with the varying load of VMs
neighbor (PM2) has reached the threshold. The load variation induces SLA violations.
These distributed algorithms switch off a high number of PMs at the expense of over-
loading the most active PMs. In the previous example, one could migrate the VM by
starting new PMs, however, this would tend to create several scattered under-utilized
PMs which reduces the resource utilization efficiency.
Our contribution is GLAP (Gossip Learning Resource Allocation Protocol), the
first fully distributed DVMC algorithm considering variable resource demand of VMs.
The key idea is a gossip-based learning strategy to predict VM load variations. We
devise an unstructured gossip-based protocol as well as a Q-Learning technique by
which workload patterns of VMs are characterized. Using both techniques, each PM
cooperates with its fellow PMs to improve its status to a new state incrementally mov-
ing towards the consolidation goals with minor SLA violations and without sacrificing
scalability. To reduce the chance of SLA violation, we propose a threshold-free tech-
nique, using Q-Learning, that considers subsequent load state of VMs. Q-Learning
consists of States (S), Actions (A), and Rewards (R). States are defined as calibrated
PMs load state. An action is moving out/migrating any specific VM. Also, each VM
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has a calibrated load state considering time-varying load of VMs. We design two re-
ward systems one is to encourage PMs to migrate their VMs to switch off mode and
the other assists PMs in accepting or rejecting migrating VMs to avoid moving to an
overloaded state. In fact, on the basis of the PM state, GLAP predicts whether adding
a specific VM would cause the PM to move to an overloaded state immediately or in
the future. If so, it rejects the VM to ensure that the PM stays in a desirable state
for a longer period of time. It is vital for all PMs to eventually own the identical set
of Q-values as a global knowledge of the time-varying load of VMs to take appro-
priate consolidation decisions. Using a central manager to build Q-values becomes,
however, a bottleneck. To preserve scalability, we also implement a novel two-phase
(learning, aggregation) distributed learning protocol that computes the Q-values. In the
learning phase, PMs locally calculate Q-values and in the aggregation phase, through
a gossip-based protocol, PMs converge to their own unified values. Finally, through a
gossip-based protocol, each PM periodically connects with one of its neighbors ran-
domly and migrate its VMs according to Q-Learning system. This process is repeated
continuously by all PMs to incrementally switch off unused PMs.
Finally, we conducted extensive experiments using the Google Cluster VMs
traces [26]. To this end, we augmented an existing simulator of fully decentralized
systems, PeerSim [2]. Under various workloads, we compared GLAP with two well-
known distributed consolidation protocols, GRMP [9] and EcoCloud [10], and a cen-
tralized consolidation protocol, PABFD [11]. The results show that GLAP, as an au-
tonomous distributed DVMC, addresses the aforementioned problem by not sacrificing
SLA for reducing the number of active PMs. Our results show that GLAP reduces the
number of overloaded PMs in EcoCloud, GRMP and PABFD by 43%, 78% and 73%,
respectively.
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4.2 Background
Reinforcement Learning is a type of Machine Learning which allows machines and
software agents to maximize their performance by automatically determining the ideal
behavior within a specific context. Simple reward feedback is required for the agent
to learn its behavior. More precisely, Reinforcement Learning allows the machine or
software agent to learn its behavior based on the feedback from the environment. This
behavior can be learnt once and for all, or keep on adapting as time goes by.
Q-Learning is a reinforcement learning technique employed in many research
areas [15]. It is used to find an optimal action-selection policy for any given (finite)
Markov decision process (MDP). It attains an optimal policy by learning an action-
value function that finally gives the expected utility of taking a given action in a given
state. The strength of Q-learning is that, unlike MDP, it does not require a model or
prior knowledge of the environment. More precisely, it consists of an agent, states
S, a set of actions per state A, and a reward system R. The Q-Learning runs several
error-and-trial iterations with a dynamic environment to obtain the optimal solution.
After each iteration the Q-value is updated according to the following formula:
Qt+1(st, at) = (1− α)Qt(st, at)
+α
(
R + γ ∗maxa Qt(st+1, at)
)
where R is the reward observed after performing action at in st and γ is a discount
factor that determines the importance of future rewards. A factor of zero causes the
agent to only consider the current rewards, while a factor approaching one makes it
strive for a long-term high reward. The learning rate α is the rate at which the new
information overwrites the old one. It takes a value between zero and one such that a
value one indicates a deterministic action in the sense that it only considers the latest
value while a value between zero and one shows a stochastic behavior taking into
account both the latest action and all the previous taken actions for the current state. We
model cloud data center through Q-learning by defining states and actions as well as
two novel reward systems to make decisions for efficient VM’s live migrations which
leads to an energy efficient consolidation of virtual machines.
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4.3 System Model
We model a cloud data center as a set of N machines that are interconnected by a
data center network. We deem that each PM has a CPU, Memory, and Network
interface. The software layer of the system comprises of four components which are
deployed on any participating PM (see Figure 4.2). VM monitor (VMM) is in charge
of profiling total resources utilization of PM as well as monitoring variable resources
demand of VM and resizing VMs according to their resource needs. Further, it serves
GLAP components by sharing PM and VMs information as requested. Our protocol,
GLAP, comprises of three components called Cyclon, Gossip Learning, and Gossip
Consolidation. Gossip Learning component has two duties. Firstly, it executes an
algorithm to build Q-values locally and secondly, through a gossip process, it ensures
that PMs own identical Q-values. Finally, Gossip Consolidation component performs
consolidation through gossip protocol. It decides when and which VMs should be
migrated out and also decides when and which VMs suggested by other PMs should
be accepted to be migrated in. As it can be seen, there is no centralized PM in the
architecture of our data center.
Figure 4.2: System Architecture
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4.4 Gossip-Based Solution
We describe the algorithm in three sections. We explain how we model Q-Learning
components including states, actions, and two reward systems. Then, we propose a
novel two phase algorithm by which PMs train and unify Q-values in a decentralized
manner. Finally, we propose distributed DVMC algorithm in which PMs using the
Q-values consolidate VMs.
4.4.1 Construction and usage of Q-Learning in Cloud
A usual MDP model requires 4-tuple input (States (S), Actions (A), Transition Proba-
bilities (P), and Rewards (R)). However, since Q-Learning is model free, knowing P
is not required. We define two sets of Q-values, one is used for moving out VMs and
the other for making decision to either accept or reject migrating VMs. We devote the
former by φoutp and the latter by φ
in
p for node p.
States(S) and Actions(A):
We define states as PMs load state (PM-State) and actions as VMs load
state (VM-State) which can be thought of as migration of a VM in a certain state.
In cloud environment, there are different resources (CPU, Memory, IO, Network),
each with variable and different workload demand. Thus, workload PMs and VMs
are multi-attribute. We calibrate states and actions on the basis of average resource
utilization degree of PMs and VMs respectively in order to limit to a finite number
of states and actions. Consider a set of n resources M = {m1,m2,m3, ...,mn} in the
cloud system and L resource utilization level L = {l1, l2, l3, ..., ln}. The maximum
total number of states of PMs and VMs are the same and is equal to the Cartesian
product of the two sets |L| × |M |. For example, if M = {CPU, Memory} and L =
{High, Medium, Low}, total number of possible states is 32 = 9.
We consider 2 resources (CPU and Memory) and 9 resource utilization levels with
thresholds used to distinguish between them. xaup (t) indicates to the average utilization
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x at time t.
S,A =

Low xaup (t) ≤ 0.2
Medium 0.2 < xaup (t) ≤ 0.4
High 0.4 < xaup (t) ≤ 0.5
xHigh 0.5 < xaup (t) ≤ 0.6
2xHigh 0.6 < xaup (t) ≤ 0.7
3xHigh 0.7 < xaup (t) ≤ 0.8
4xHigh 0.8 < xaup (t) ≤ 0.9
5xHigh 0.9 < xaup (t) < 1
Overload xaup (t) = 1
For example, if there is a VM with average CPU and memory demand 0.85 and
0.56 respectively, then it indicates an action (4xHigh, xHigh). If we assume that the PM
includes another VM with specification 0.1 and 0.2 then the PM’s state is measured as
an aggregation of average resource utilization of VMs and equals to (5xHigh, 3xHigh).
Reward (R): Rewards are incentives that are given to a PM after performing an action
a ∈ A (VM live migration). In fact, rewards are given to PMs to persuade them to
perform VMs migrations to consolidate VMs to as few PMs as possible. To this end,
we assign rewards for doing actions. PMs are acting as either sender to migrate their
own VMs to switch to sleep mode or recipient to decide whether to accept or reject
the suggested VM. Therefore, we design two different incentive reward systems called
reward out and reward in.
Reward out: In sender mode, if the state is overload, the reward system encourages
the PM to move from heavily loaded state to a lightly loaded state to eliminate SLA
violation such that it imposes minimum number of migrations. While a PM with any
other state should migrate its VMs to switch to sleep mode. Usually the PM with lower
resource utilization migrates its VMs to the other PM so that it can switch off with less
number of migrations. However, often a PM can migrate a subset of VMs due to the
filled capacity of destination PM. Thus, the sender remains active and may become
a recipient when deals with another PM. Such fact leads to the several filling and
emptying of PMs which results in redundant number of migrations. To mitigate this,
the reward system encourages PMs to aggressively reduce their resource utilization so
that they move to sleep mode earlier. Therefore, any transition to a state with a lower
resource utilization is given higher reward. Let Rout = {rL, rM , rH , ..., rO} ∀r ∈
Rout , r > 0
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be a set of reward values for states when PM is sender then:
rL > rM > rH > ... > rO
Reward in: In recipient mode, the important factor is preventing SLA violations. It
occurs when a PM moves to an overload state after acceptance of VM. On the other
hand, PMs should be avaricious and accept as many VMs as possible to be able to
maximize their resource utilization. However, this in turn increases the probability of
moving to an overload state. To capture such contradiction, we divide level state of
PMs and VMs into several smaller scales as shown before. We give a positive reward
to PM for any action (live migration) that transit the state of PM to a state towards
overload state (but not overload state itself). However, transition to an overload state,
given a negative reward. The final Q-value of state and action is the resultant of several
training sessions according to the formula 4.1. If the Q-value of (si , a1) is less than
zero, the suggested VM is rejected otherwise accepted. More precisely, if the Q-value
is negative, accepting action a1 (VM) when PM is in state si, very likely ends in an
overload state immediately or in the near future and thus should be avoided. In fact,
the smaller negative reward value, the less probability of producing SLA violations
and inefficient resource utilization.
Let Rin = {rL, rM , rH , ..., rO} be a set of reward values for states when PM is in
destination mode then:
{rL, rM , rH , ..., r5xH > 0 ; rO  0}
Note for both out and in, the total reward of any transition from s to s´ is aggregation
rewards of each resource.
Optimal Action Selection: The optimal action determination finds an action for each
certain state to maximize the cumulative function of expected rewards. We define two
action determination functions for out and in Q-values. Let piout denotes the function
returns the most suitable available VM when PM p is in sender mode (i.e., the greatest
value among available actions for state sp from φoutp , to move towards a lightly loaded
state or to move towards emptying the PM). Vp(t) is a set of available VMs within PM
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p at time t.
piout(sp(t)) = arg max
a
(φoutp (sp, a)), a ∈ Vp(t)
Assume q to be a destination PM with current state sq(t) and let piin denotes the func-
tion to decide whether to accept or reject action a. This function rejects action a if it
finds that very likely PM q moves to an overloaded state in the future after this transi-
tion. This is achieved by looking at φinq and if the Q-value of certain state and action is
less than zero.
piin(a) =
{
1 ;φinq (sq, a) ≥ 0
−1 ;φinq (sq, a) < 0
4.4.2 Gossip Learning Component
To achieve the consolidation goals, it is vital for the algorithm to make efficient live mi-
gration decisions which among other factors strongly depends on characterizing work-
load variation of VMs. In other words, for any state-action pair, we should carefully
evaluate and quantify how worth it is to do a certain action (VM live migration) when
PM is in a specific load state. Technically, we need a component to calculate Q-values
in our Q-Learning algorithm with respect to the reward systems that we have explained
in the previous section. Although DVMC is a continuous service, the learning process
does not need to execute endlessly. In fact, according to Figure 4.2, Cyclon and work-
load consolidation components run continuously while learning component runs as
required by a predefined policy e.g., if the arrival and departure rates of VMs exceed a
threshold compared to the last learning time or based on a fixed time interval.
A naive approach is to utilize a dedicated server. However, it is in contradiction
with P2P overlay networks. We propose a decentralized gossip based protocol by
which PMs cooperatively measure Q-values and exchange among themselves to obtain
identical ones. The protocol consists of two phases, called learning and aggregation,
executed consecutively. Once PMs are triggered to run the algorithm by an oracle,
in the learning phase, each PM locally simulates consolidation process and trains Q-
values until a predefined period, and in the aggregation phase, they exchange values
using a merge function so that PMs converge to the unified ones.
The learning phase is executed within PMs. To eliminate any impact on collocating
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VMs in highly loaded PMs, only PMs with resource utilization less than a threshold
(e.g., 80%) execute it locally. Such PM needs to collect VMs profiles of only one
neighbor and aggregate with local profiles. To cover highly loaded states, it may need
to duplicate profiles. Then, each PM resembles both sender and destination types
by assigning a subset of VMs profiles randomly to each one. Then, it simulates the
consolidation process for both types of PMs by removing VM from the one and adding
to the another and updating Q-values using Equation (4.1). Such process is repeated
several times (Algorithm2).
However, consideration of only current resources demand of VMs to determine
state and action is unsuitable for an environment with dynamic and unpredictable
workloads. To capture VMs workload variation more efficiently, we remark both cur-
rent and average resource demands of VMs that have been monitored up to now in
order to specify states and actions of PMs and VMs. To calculate the average demand,
each VM piggybacks a tuple {c, v} in which c represents the number of times the re-
source demand is monitored and v indicates the average observed demands. In the next
profiling time, the new average can be calculated simply by ((c ∗ v) + d(t))/(c + 1)
where d(t) is the current resource demand.
The state of a PM before performing an action as well as the state of migrating
VM are calculated according to the average VMs demand while the current VMs de-
mand are used to calculate the state of a PM after performing an action. In Figure 4.3,
the average resource demand VM1 is 41% which is mapped to High. The state of
vPM1 before migrating VM1 is the aggregation of its VMs average demands (79% =
3xHigh). While the state after migrating VM1 is calculated as aggregation of remain-
ing current demand of its VMs (50% = High). Therefore, according to Formula 4.1, to
calculate Qt+1(3xHigh,High), in vPM1, st = 3xHigh, st+1 = High, at = High, and
Qt(3xHigh,High) and Qt(High,High) are extracted from out map and the reward
value R for moving to High state is obtained from Rout. The same rule is applied for
vPM2 as destination PM.
At the end of this phase, beside PMs without any Q-value (Due to lack of enough
resources to execute the algorithm), others may possess different Q-values while it is
essential for all PMs to own identical ones. To this end, we execute aggregation phase
of the protocol (Algorithm3). This is a gossip protocol in which in each round, every
PM exchanges its Q-values with one randomly selected neighbor and updates values
via a merge function. More precisely, if a state-action pair exists in both PMs, the new
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Figure 4.3: Learning Example. In each VM, the left number indicates the current
demand and the right represents the average demand until now.
value is calculated as the average value but if the pair is in only one PM, the other just
adds it to its Q-value list. This process is repeated several rounds until PMs converge
to the unique Q-values.
Algorithm 2 Learning Phase
1: procedure LOCALTRAIN(p)
2: while triggered do
3: if resource utilization p ≤ threshold then
4: vms← collect profiles of one neighbor
5: vms← aggregate with local VMs profiles
6: vms← duplicate vms if required
7: for k times do
8: vmss ⊂ vms; . sender vms
9: vmst ⊂ vms; . target vms
10: vm← select random vm of vmss to migrate;
11: updateOUT(vmss,vm); . according to (4.1)
12: updateIN(vmst,vm); . according to (4.1)
13: end for
14: end if
15: sleep until end of Round
16: end while
17: end procedure
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Algorithm 3 Aggregation Phase
Require: Any node p has map of Q-values φiop ← φinp ∪ φoutp
1: while triggered do . Active thread
2: q = selectPeer();
3: send(q , φiop ); φ
io
q = receive(q);
4: UPDATE(φiop , φ
io
q );
5: sleep until end of round
6: end while
7: while triggered do . Passive thread
8: φioq = receive(q); send(q , φ
io
p );
9: UPDATE(φiop , φ
io
q );
10: end while
11: procedure UPDATE(φiop , φioq )
12: for each {s,a} ∈ φiop ∪ φioq do
13: if {s,a} exists in both φioq and φiop then
14: calculate average two values, set new values
15: else
16: add {s,a} and value to the other map
17: end if
18: end for
19: end procedure
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4.4.3 Analysis of The Convergence of Q-value Distribution
In this section, we show that the gossip-based process repeatedly aggregates Q-values
that eventually converge to a normal distribution. To this end, we make the following
assumption: the Q-values obtained during the aggregation phase by a node comes
from a random node and are independent. Note that we do not require the distribution
of selected nodes to be uniform or that Q-values are identical.
Theorem 4 The random variable of the Q-value at round n converges to a normal
distribution as n tends to∞.
Proof 4 We consider n + 1 rounds numbered from 0 to n. Let xi be the Q-value at
round i, 0 ≤ i ≤ ∞. Since all Q-values are updated in parallel and independently, we
only need to focus on independent xi values as follows.
Let X be the random variable of the Q-value at round n.
First, we have X = x0. For n = 1, X = x0+x12 . For n = 2,
X =
x0+x1
2
+x2
2
= x0
4
+ x1
4
+ x2
2
. To generalize this, note that 1
2n
+ 1
2n
+ 1
2n−1 +· · ·+ 12 = 1,
hence we obtain X = x0
2n
+ x1
2n
+ x2
2n−1 + · · ·+ xn2 .
Let ux be the expectation and σ2x be the variance of xi respectively, because of
independent variables.
X − ux = x0 − ux
2n
+
x1 − ux
2n
+
x2 − ux
2n−1
+ · · ·+ xn − ux
2
.
Let yi, 0 ≤ i ≤ ∞, be random variables such that yi = xi−ux2n−i . The expectation uy,i
and the variance σ2y,i of yi are, respectively, uy,i = 0 and σ
2
y,i =
σ2x
22(n−i) , given any fixed
n and i.
Then according to Lindeberg or Lyapunov Central Limit Theorem, the summation
of independent random variables, not necessarily identically distributed, converges in
distribution and pre. Since yi are the random variables in this kind, X − ux converges
to the normal distribution. y constructing,
s2n =
n∑
i=0
σ2y,i = σ
2
x
n∑
i=0
1
22(n−i)
= σ2x
( n−1∑
i=0
1
4(n−i)
+
1
4n
)
(4.1)
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and w.r.t. Lyapunov Central Limit Theorem1, we know
1
sn
n∑
i=1
(yi − uy,i) d−→ N (0, 1), (4.2)
as n goes to infinity. That is,
1
sn
(X − ux) d−→ N (0, 1). (4.3)
Note that in reality some of the Q-values may not be random because they are
identical or null. However, the more random the Q-values in each round, the closer
to expectation the final result could be. Also since we have known the distribution of
final results, we can optimally decide how many rounds are needed at least to assure a
satisfying convergence.
4.4.4 The Gossip Workload Consolidation Component
The consolidation component is built on top of the two other components (see Fig-
ure 4.2). Each PM runs two threads called active and passive threads and follows the
push-pull interaction pattern, where a machine pushes its state to another machine and
pulls that machines state. State is meta data information of the last monitored PM’s
resources utilization (Algorithm 4, Lines 1-10).
If the resource utilization of initiator PM (at least one of the resources) is over-
loaded, that PM requires to migrate some of its VM(s) to quit of the overload state
(Lines 11-13). Otherwise, to consolidate VMs, the PM with totally less current uti-
lized resources is selected as sender PM to migrate out its own VMs to switching to
sleep mode (Lines 14-16). The sender PM, using its own current state, looks up the
appropriate action from φoutp which is actually the action with the greatest Q-value for
that state. Then, it picks a VM that corresponds to the chosen action. If there are sev-
eral corresponding VMs for the action, the one with the least migration cost is selected.
If there is no VM available with the specific action, the round is finished and no mi-
gration takes place. After selection of VM, sender PM finds the relevant Q-value from
φinp to check whether the target PM is able to accept this VM or not. If φ
in
p (s, a) ≤ 0,
1Lyapunov CLT says that the summation of independent random variables, not necessary to be iden-
tically distributed, converges to standard normal distribution. Here, we omit the long verification of
Lyapunov condition in this paper.
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Algorithm 4 Consolidation Component
Require: Any node P has the following methods & variables:
• sp, sq, φinp : states p and q, map in
• findVM(sp): find action/vm for state sp
1: while true do . Active thread
2: q← selectPeer();
3: send(q , sp(t)); sq(t)← receive(q);
4: UPDATESTATE();
5: sleep until end of round
6: end while
7: while true do . Passive thread
8: sq(t)← receive(q); send(q , sp(t));
9: UPDATESTATE();
10: end while
11: procedure UPDATESTATE()
12: if p is in overloaded state then
13: call MIGRATE() as long as p is overloaded
14: else if p = arg min
n∈{p,q}
(sn(t)) then . p is sender
15: call MIGRATE() as long as switch off p
16: end if
17: end procedure
18: procedure MIGRATE()
19: a , vm := p.findVM(sp)
20: if φinp (sq, a) < 0 or vm = ⊥ or no capacity then
21: return and sleep until end of round;
22: end if
23: migrate vm from p to q and update sp , sq
24: end procedure
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it means that the target PM cannot accept the VM and the round is finished without
migrating VM. The negative value indicates that such VM migration very likely leads
to SLA violation of the target PM and should be avoided. The interesting point is that
because PMs own identical Q-values and also sender PM is aware of the target PM
state, the decision is made in the sender PM on behalf of the target PM to eliminate
communication overhead. Further, sender PM checks to ensure that the target PM has
enough capacity to place the current demands of VM. In the end, VM migrates and
states of both PMs are updated (Lines 18-24). As we mentioned earlier, recalculation
of Q-values is done by learning component. In fact, learning component feeds consoli-
dation component. During this process, consolidation component can be configured to
either continue using the previous Q-values or pause for a while and resume by using
new Q-values. Clearly, it can be implemented through synchronization between two
components running within PMs and thus there is no communication overhead or any
need for centralized server.
Figure 4.4: Consolidation Example. (a) PM1 exchanges its state with PM2 and it
performs as sender because it has lower average resource utilization (40%). (b) VM1
migrates from PM1 to PM2 because it has greater Q-value 90 than VM2 with 55. (c)
VM2 cannot migrate to PM2 because (4xH, L) has a negative Q-value -70 in ”in-map”.
The round is finished.
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4.5 Performance Evaluation
In this section, we compare the performance of GLAP against one centralized [11] and
two distributed [9, 10] consolidation solutions using Google Cluster VMs traces [26].
4.5.1 Simulation Settings
To keep the environment under control so that we provide a stable configuration
and execute repeatable experiments we carried out the experiments on a simulated
cloud environment which supports running distributed P2P algorithms. We conducted
experiments on PeerSim [2], a simulator for modeling large scale P2P networks. We
simulated several configurations of cloud data center with 500, 1000, and 2000 nodes
and VM-PM workload ratios of 2, 3, and 4 for each data center size. The PMs are
modeled as HP ProLiant ML110 G5 servers (2660 MIPS CPU, 4GB memory, 10 GB/s
network bandwidth) and the VMs are modeled from EC2 micro instance (500 MIPS
CPU, 613 MB memory). At the beginning, VMs are allocated resources based on
the demand of VM type, however, during execution they utilize less resources which
gives the chance for dynamic consolidation.
The resource utilization trace from Google Cluster VMs are used to drive the
VM resource utilization in the simulation [26]. The trace contains utilization of
CPU and memory of VMs. We executed each experiment for 720 rounds such
that each round mimics 2 minutes to simulate 24 hours and the evaluation metrics
are sampled at the end of each round. It can show the efficiency of each protocol
in long term how they deal with VMs variable workload. At the beginning, the
VMs are randomly allocated to the PMs. For the sake of having fair comparison,
such VM-PM mapping is used identically for all different algorithms in each
experiment. We repeatedly carried out each experiment for 20 times and extracted
the results. For GLAP, we executed 700 more rounds to calculate Q-values beforehand.
To evaluate GLAP, we compared it with two distributed and one centralized work-
load consolidation algorithms called GRMP [9], EcoCloud [10], and PABFD [11] re-
spectively. GRMP is an aggressive gossip based protocol with a static upper threshold
0.8 while EcoCloud is a gradual probabilistic static upper and lower threshold based
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protocol with the configuration of (T1 = 0.3 and T2 = 0.8). PABFD is a centralized dy-
namic threshold based heuristic consolidation algorithm in which a centralized server
periodically monitors resources usage of PMs and using global information makes
consolidation decisions. It calculates upper threshold by offline statistical analysis of
historical data collected during the lifetime of VMs. The Median Absolute Deviation
(MAD) is used as an estimator of upper threshold value. Continuously, we execute this
algorithm for the same time as decentralized algorithms to be able to compare them
fairly.
4.5.2 Performance metrics
One performance metric is SLA. It is often determined as throughput or response time
ensured by applications. However, such characteristics vary for different applications
and thus we define SLA violation (SLAV) as percentage of time during which the
active hosts have experienced a CPU utilization of 100% (SLAVO) which indicates
that some VMs may not be allocated required resource and performance degradation
due to live VM migration (SLALM). [11]
SLAV O =
1
N
N∑
i=1
Tsi
Tai
, SLALM =
1
M
M∑
j=1
Cdj
Crj
(4.4)
SLAV = SLAV O ∗ SLALM (4.5)
In the above formulas, N is the number of PMs, Tsi is the accumulated time during
which the PM i has encountered the CPU utilization of 100% , Tai is the total time
during which the PM i is in active mode, M is the number of VMs, Cdj is the
performance degradation of the VM j caused by migration which is estimated as
10% of CPU utilization during all migrations of the VM j [11]. Crj is the total CPU
capacity requested by the VM j during its lifetime.
Energy overhead that each live migration imposes is a metric for comparing the
algorithms. We assume that the data center patronages VM live migration which is
currently supported by some hypervisor technologies, such as Xen or VMware. The
cost of migration is measured as energy overhead it imposes which is defined as the
power consumption machine n, multiplied by the migration time τ . The migration
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time strongly varies with VM’s memory size and available transmission bandwidth at
the source and destination servers. The power consumption of machine n is modeled
as a linear function of its CPU consumption for migration and is represented as P lmn .
Power consumption of machine n when it is in the idle mode is demonstrated as P idlen .
The cost of migrating one VM from node i to node j is considered as energy overhead
and is calculated with the following formula [3]:
Elmi→j = (( P
lm
i − P idlei ) + ( P lmj − P idlej )) ∗ τ lmi→j , (4.6)
Packing efficiency is another metric which shows how each algorithm captures
energy-performance trade-off. However, only comparing the number of active PMs
to the optimal one cannot show such trade-off. Beside, we calculate the number of
overloaded PMs to active ones as well to see with which SLA cost, each algorithm
consolidates PMs.
Figure 4.5: convergence Q-values after learning phase (WOG) and aggregation
phase(WG) for VM-PM ratios 2,3, and 4.
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4.5.3 Experimental Results
In this section, we present the results of the experiments.
4.5.3.1 Gossip learning component works correctly and Q-values converge
rapidly
Q-values should be identical for all PMs. To evaluate the correctness of the 2 phase
gossip learning protocol, we run experiments for 1000 nodes with workload ratios 2,
3, and 4. PMs with up to 50% free CPU are configured to run the algorithm locally
to prevent any adversely impact on collocating VMs. We calculate Cosine similarity
Q-values of PMs every cycle to observe how they converge towards identical values. In
Figure 4.5, the protocol converges up to 45% after running the learning phase (WOG)
for all VM-PM ratios. Then, in aggregation phase (WG), the PMs exchange their local
values and as it can be seen in Figure 4.5 that Q-values converge rapidly for all PMs
and VM-PM ratios. It shows the importance of the gossip learning protocol to make
sure that every PM owns identical Q-values.
4.5.3.2 Minimizing the number of active PMs autonomously with much lower
overloaded PMs
Figure 4.6 shows how aggressive each algorithm consolidate PMs. We calculated BFD
(Best Fit Decreasing) using the VMs resource utilization of the last round to determine
a baseline packing without producing any SLA violation. GRMP and PABFD switch
off PMs even more than the baseline but at the high expense of SLA violations. While
GLAP and EcoCloud keep a bit more number of PMs active than the baseline to impose
much less SLA violation. It results that they autonomously consolidate PMs in a wisely
manner. The results show that 58% of the PMs running PABFD, 22% of the PMs
running EcoCloud and 75% of the PMs running GRMP are overloaded whereas only
12% of the PMs running GLAP get overloaded.
4.5.3.3 Minimizing the number of overloaded PMs
Figure 4.7 shows the number of overloaded PMs for all the algorithms. We extracted
the value of overloaded PMs at the end of each round in all the executions and calcu-
lated the median, the 10th and 90th percentiles in the experiments. As it can be seen,
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(a) 500 nodes (b) 1000 nodes
(c) 2000 nodes
Figure 4.6: The fraction of overloaded / active PMs with increasing workload ratio and
various cluster sizes
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(a) 500 nodes (b) 1000 nodes
(c) 2000 nodes
Figure 4.7: The number of overloaded PMs with increasing workload ratio and various
cluster sizes
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GLAP generates the smallest number of overloaded PMs. However, GRMP shows the
worst result since it aggressively consolidates VMs into fewer PMs and switches off
more PMs quicker. It improves power consumption at the high expense of performance
degradation. Unlike GRMP, EcoCloud and GLAP, consolidate VMs in a slower slope
and thus capture trade-off energy performance efficiently. GLAP outperforms Eco-
Cloud, GRMP, and PABFD for 43%, 78%, and 73% less number of overloaded PMs,
respectively. Figures 4.7 (a), (b), (c), show similar results for other cluster sizes and
workload ratios, indicating the stability of the outcomes in various circumstances.
(a) 500 nodes (b) 1000 nodes
(c) 2000 nodes
Figure 4.8: The number of migrations with increasing workload ratio and various clus-
ter sizes
4.5.3.4 Minimizing the number of VM migrations
Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show the number and cumulative number of migrations during
1 day respectively. We measured the median, the 10th and 90th percentiles for this
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Table 4.1: SLA Metric for various cluster sizes and workload ratios
GLAP EcoCloud GRMP PABFD
500-2 0.00011 0.00016 0.27 0.07
500-3 0.00017 0.00045 0.48 0.19
500-4 0.00027 0.00078 0.72 0.36
1000-2 0.00017 0.00018 0.38 0.18
1000-3 0.00035 0.00078 0.61 0.36
1000-4 0.00059 0.00097 0.88 0.57
2000-2 0.00033 0.00076 0.41 0.29
2000-3 0.00066 0.0014 0.84 0.48
2000-4 0.001 0.002 1.24 0.48
experiment. GLAP imposes the fewest number of migrations while PABFD consider-
ably incurs the highest number of migrations. It stipulates this fact that such heuristic
centralized algorithm is not efficient for continuous workload consolidation of PMs.
GLAP outperforms EcoCloud, GRMP, and PABFD for 23%, 37%, and 70% less num-
ber of migrations respectively. These results confirm that our approach is advantageous
for consolidation of VMs, because prediction of workload variation, it considerably re-
duces the probability of PMs being overloaded, which accordingly eliminates the need
for excess migrations. It is noteworthy that with increasing the workload ratio, the
total number of migrations increases. Figures 4.9 shows the cumulative number of
migrations of 1000 nodes for three workload ratios of 2, 3, and 4. It can be observed
that three distributed algorithms do most of the migrations in early rounds, however
PABFD almost follows a linear relationship between time and number of migrations.
4.5.3.5 GLAP results in less continuous SLA violation
One important performance metric is service level agreement (SLA). We measured
SLA metric for all the combinations of data center sizes and workload ratios. Accord-
ing to Table 4.1, GLAP causes less SLA violation (GLAP < EcoCloud < PABFD <
GRMP). With increment of workload, we can observe that SLA violation degree of
the protocols increases, Yet, GLAP performs better than the other protocols. More
precisely, for 500 node scenarios the SLA GLAP is 0.00011, 0.00017, and 0.00027 for
loads 2, 3, and 4 respectively. The same pattern is for other cluster sizes, too.
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(a) VM-PM workload ratio 2 (b) VM-PM workload ratio 3
(c) VM-PM workload ratio 4
Figure 4.9: The cumulative number of migrations with increasing workload ratio for
1000 nodes
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4.5.3.6 Minimizing energy overhead migrations
As Figure 4.10 reveals, the imposed energy overhead of each algorithm is because of
the number of migrations. As it can be seen, among the evaluated solutions, PABFD
consumes the highest energy while GLAP consumes the least. It is noteworthy that the
higher number of migrations does not always lead to the highest energy consumption.
For example, for 500 nodes, in GLAP, although workload ratio 4 has more number
of migrations than 2, workload ratio 2 consumes more energy. The reason is that
energy consumption of migrations is influenced by size of VMs and the time that each
migration takes to complete.
(a) 500 nodes (b) 1000 nodes
(c) 2000 nodes
Figure 4.10: Energy overhead of migrations with increasing workload ratio and various
cluster sizes
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4.6 Summary
In this chapter we proposed a gossip-based mechanism for consolidating VMs in a
cluster of PMs. It handles VM load fluctuations (which reduces the number of un-
necessary migrations) using a Q-Learning technique while remaining scalable and not
relying on any fixed thresholds. The problem of highly sacrificing SLA for reducing
the number of PMs is better addressed than with the state-of-the-art by incurring less
SLA violations.
Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Directions
With the growth of cloud data centers in terms of size and load, providing algorithms
to efficiently manage resources at massive scale is in high demand. Peer-to-Peer
algorithms have shown a suitable and efficient technique for scalability but they are
inherently unreliable. However, deploying peer-to-peer algorithms behind cloud data
centers benefits both scalability and reliability. In this thesis, we devised distributed
and scalable algorithms for resource management in cloud and big data environments
using peer-to-peer overlay networks.
Throughout the thesis work, we targeted two significant resource management
problems. During the literature review which is explained in the chapter 2, we found
that workload consolidation of virtual machines in cloud data centers is an important
but well-researched topic. The main challenge in such algorithms is to handle
efficiently trade-off between energy consumption of data centers and service level
agreement of customers. During our study, we figured out that the existing distributed
workload consolidation algorithms are not able to handle such trade-off efficiently
and the root cause is that they are not able to capture dynamic resource demand of
virtual machines in a fully distributed manner so that they can handle trade-off while
retaining the scalability.
To fill the mentioned research gap, we proposed a fully distributed algorithm which
is able to capture virtual machine workload fluctuations in a fully distributed fashion.
We utilized the capability of virtual machine migration provided by hypervisors.
First, we used a Q-Learning algorithm which is based on a reinforcement learning
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technique. We modeled PMs and VMs of a cloud data center based on the components
of Q-learning which are states and actions. In addition, we designed a reward system
to decide when and which VMs to migrate between PMs. Also, we used gossip-based
peer-to-peer overlay network to preserve scalability. The key challenge was how
to train the learning model without requiring real virtual machine migrations and
without using any centralized controller. To this end, each PM internally simulates
training of Q-learning model based on the existing hosted VMs and then we designed
a two-phase gossip based algorithm in which VMs exchange the trained model to
eventually converge to the desire and stable model. Finally, through the second gossip
based algorithm PMs utilizing the model decide when and which VMs to migrate so
that they move VMs to as few PMs as possible and set the empty PMs to sleep mode
and accordingly reduce the total energy consumption of the data center.
This work can be extended in different ways as future work. Currently, reward
values for Q-learning model are set based on a simple role. As it is crucial to decide
which VMs and when to migrate between PMs, we suggest using deep reinforcement
learning or in particular deep Q-Learning technique. Through this technique, reward
values can be obtained from neural networks with higher precision. It leads to more
accurate prediction resulting in better handling trade-off, energy consumption and
SLA of customers. During the literature review, we have seen that one of the main
sources of energy consumption in data centers are network switches. Such observation
indicates the significance of reducing the number of active network switches in the
data center which together with reducing the number of PMs can save energy. Thus,
as a future work, this algorithm can be extended to consider network switches as
well and not just PMs. Last but not least, one can optimize to reduce the number of
messages required to be exchanged for gossip protocols. It causes a more lightweight
algorithm which decreases using the network bandwidth.
The second main contribution of the thesis is proposing a new probe-based and
distributed scheduler for data analytics frameworks. To provide low latency job
completion time, Modern data analytic frameworks increase the level of parallelism by
breaking jobs into several short-length tasks. With the growth of cluster size and also
a huge increase in the number of tasks of jobs due to the level of parallelism, the jobs
scheduling time drastically increases which leads to higher job completion time. To
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cope with this problem, the probe-based distributed scheduler is currently on demand.
We studied the existing probe-based scheduler and figured out that the existing solu-
tions suffer from a problem called Head-of-Line blocking. The existing probe-based
techniques are almost based on two choices sampling or one of its variants such as
batch sampling. Such techniques are augmented with amelioration mechanisms such
as re-sampling, task stealing, etc. In addition, they use fixed-length or unbounded
queues on worker nodes.To mitigate the Head-of-Line blocking problem, we proposed
Peacock, a new probe-based scheduler. We introduced a new approach in which
probes rotate between workers that form a ring overlay network. we also proposed a
new probe reordering technique which is applied to queues of each worker. Moreover,
unlike unbounded or fixed-sized queue of the existing algorithms, workers have elastic
queues by which they can rotate probes between them. We showed that the algorithm
is both scalable and provide low latency scheduling.
There are several future directions to this work. Peacock relies on the estimation
of task execution time. Although we have shown that it is robust to such estimation
time, this algorithm can be augmented to work without the need for the estimation of
task execution time. In addition, peacock considers a homogeneous cluster and assume
workers have identical capacity. Therefore, the algorithm can be extended to perform
for heterogeneous clusters. Last but not least future work is handling strugglers. Some
workers for different reasons may perform poorly even though they have the same
specification as the other workers. Peacock algorithm can be extended to handle such
malfunctioning workers.
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